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"Elektra was first in
recognizing the value of
the Dolby System for
multi-track rock recording,"

says Jac Holzman, President of Elektra Records.
"Since early 1967, we have used Dolby units on
most of our recordings of The Doors, Judy Collins,
Tim Buckley. Tom Paxton, The Incredible String
Band, Roxy. and many others. The New Music can
have a surprising dynamic range, and we find that
the Dolby System not only gives a really low-noise
background during quiet passages, but it helps to
preserve the clarity and definition of complex
musical textures. A related advantage is that the
mixdown is faster and less tedious. In working out
the final mix, we no longer have to resort to intricate
equalization schemes to retain crucial nuances and
subtleties of the performance."

□□ DOLBY LABORATORIES INC
333 Avenue of the Americas New York N Y 10014
telephone (212) 243-2525 cables Dolbylabs New York
lor international inquiries contact UK address:
346 Clapham Road London S W 9 England
telephone 01-720 1111 cables Dolbylabs London

S. Calif. Audio Industries Corp.
1419 N. LaBrea Ave., Hollywood. Calif. 90028
Tel. 213-H(3 5-4111
N. Calif. Audio-Video Systems Engineering
1525 Tennessee Street. San Francisco. Calif. 94107
Tel. 415-647-2420
Midwest Expert Electronics. Inc.
7201 S Western Avenue. Chicago. Illinois 60636
Tel. 312-HE 6-2700
Canada J-Mar Electronics, Ltd.
6 Banigan Drive, Toronto 17. Ontario, Canada
Tel. 416-421-9080
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AKAI's one-micron gap head is responsible
for an amazing, important difference in
tape recording.
It's the difference between every day, ordinary, performance and highest possible
quality perfection—AKAI perfection.
Just what is a one micron gap head? It's
a head whose width is, one-micron—one
astounding micron, to be precise.
Up to now, 2-micron heads or 4-micron
heads have been the standards for comparing
tape recorders.
But AKAI has pushed forward and narrowed the head-gap—narrowed the distance
between tape recording results and actual
sound. The result is AKAI perfection. One
micron heads have these distinctive advantages over heads with wider gaps:
(A) They have excellent frequency characteristics even at low tape speed. (This
means extremely high intense recording and playback is achieved)
(B) Clear high pitched tone can be regenerated as a high frequency tone and
recorded smoothly. (A high frequency
tone is recorded with a low distortion
rate.)
The frequency characteristics resulting from
one micron heads are amazing in recording, but certainly more noticeable during
playback.
The frequency which can be regenerated
is determined—theoretically—by the width
of the head-gap UH). Generally, it is conceded that head output comes to zero when
the record pattern wavelength (-is) of the
recorded frequency is equal to the headgap length|JH).
Actually, the frequency (f^) whose record
pattern wave length is twice the head-gap
length (JH) can be used for the actual
frequency band.
The relationship of the frequency and the
head-gap to the tape speed is given in
these quotations:
f=VVIS""G®nera1 formula for tape speed
frequency, and
record pattern relationship.
fo=Vv'jH "':requency at which head output
comes to zero.
f^=y/2x{JH) —Actual frequency band.
These equations prove what more and more
satisfied AKAI users know—that the narrower the head-gap the higher are the tones
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that can be regenerated.
Using these equations, let's calculate for
a moment.
When tape speed is 9.5cm/s, the actual
frequency bands (f>^) will be:
1/^=47.5kHz For one-micron heads
12kHz For tour-micron heads
Let's suppose that a 20kHz tone is to be
regenerated. The frequency will be out of
the actual frequency band whenever a 4
micron head is used. However, whenever
AKAI's one-micron head is used the tone
can be regenerated.
Why—you may ask—can only AKAI make
one micron heads?
In answering, let's list some of the problems
that must be overcome in narrowing headgaps. First, there is regeneration power
degradation, then there is s/n degradation
and recording performance deterioration—
to mention a few.
These and many other obstacles have been
surmounted by AKAI's diversified experience in this and related fields.
From this experience has blossomed AKAI's
own, unique technique—technique that
leaves absolutely nothing to chance.
Special adheslves and precision plus correct
alloy materials for the head-gap have also
been distinguished results of AKAI research
to successfully narrow wide-gap heads with
no defects.
This is all another step-by-step success
story in what tape recorder users call
"AKAI PERFECTION."

4 TRACK STEREO TAPE DECK-4000D
*4 track stereo/monaural recording and playback *2 speeds, 3 heads *AII silicon transistorized pre-amplifier*Automotic shut off. Instant
stop control "Tape cleaner *ONE MICRON
GAP HEAD *Magnificenl oil-finished wooden
cabinet *For increased stereo enjoyment, use
the matching AA-6000, 120 watt solid stale
amplifier and the matching speaker SWI30
(2 way, 25 watt input).

Prove it by the sound!
prove it with

AKAI
CROSS-FIELD HEAD

Audio Products, Pullin Photographic,
Rank Aldis: P.O. Box70, Great West
Road, Brentford, Middlesex Tel: 01
568-9222

SIMPLY SUPERB!

the

new

brenell

MODEL ST STEREO
Probably the most important new recorder of the year!
The new ST400/200 recorders are different from all previous Brenells. All
transistorized electronics; shelf-mounting cabinet; simplified controls.
Sound quality is even better than ever—as good as you can hear. Three-motor
deck performance and reliability; quality components throughout. All usual
facilities are available.
ST400/200 recorders are designed to give you exactly what you expect from a
Brenell today.
Only the price is less than you may expect... C145 recommended. You pay no
import duties ... no high selling costs ... only for a top-quality recorder, well
made. It's a fine formula I
i Mono or stereo operation
• 3 tape speeds
i Choice of 2 or 4-track
• 2 recording level meters
models
• Full input/output and
> 3 outer-rotor motors
control facilities
A range of Brenell mono and stereo recorders is available, together with
Brenell deck and tape-link.
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BRENELL ENGINEERING COMPANY LTD. 231/5 Liverpool Road, London, N.I.Telephone;01-607 8271

GUARANTEED
4-TRACK STEREO
Philips N4404 ...
Ferguson 3232
Sanyo MR»2»
Sony TC 2S2
Philips N«07 ...
Akai 17101.
Sanyo MR939
Grundig TIC247 ...
Sony TC 230
Philips N440S ...
Talafunkan 204TS
Sanyo MR990
Philips N4408 ...
Tandberg I24IX ...
Baocord 2000K ...
Beocord 2000T ...
Farrograph 722/4
A/cal I800SD
Philips Pro II ...
Ravox 1122/24 ...
Fldallty Braamar
r Studio ...
r TKI49 ...
3228 ...
201 ...
3238 ...
3214 ...

Cash
Prlct
C *. d.
80 0 0
93 5 0
97 4 9
99 15 0
103 15 4
109 0 0
112 0 2
112 10 0
121 II t
134 3 10
124 19 0
131 18 1
134 3 10
149 0 0
159 12 0
145 18 0
204 14 9
199 0 0
239 0 7
234 5 0
L
34 4 8
44 0 10
47 13 1
48 II II
48 14 0
51 9 0
59 12 0
40 0 10
44 2 0
82 0 0

Deposit
C *. d.
24 12 4
33 5 0
33 4 9
33 5 0
35 IS 10
34 4 8
38 13 4
37 10 0
40 II 9
44 19 5
41 19 0
44 It 0
44 19 5
49 0 0
53 4 0
57 18 0
48 14 9
46 4 8
79 13 7
78 IS 0
II 12
15 17
14 10
It IS
14 14
17 3
20 12
20 14
22 It
28 0

8
10
I
3
B
0
0
2
0
0

12 Monthly
Payments
C d.
4 II
5 10
5 10
5 10
5
4
2
4
3
4
0
4
0
4
7
9
4
4
7
4
7
9
8
8
8
4
» 0
8
II
2
II
13
7
4
13
1
2
2
2
2
1
3
3
3
4 10

4
2
II
4
2
0
7
2
0

QUALITY
STEREO TAPE UNITS

AND

£
Sanyo MR80I
72
Sony TC252
72
Sony TC35S
Tandbarg 1441 X... 100
89
Akai 40000
87
Tandbarg 42/44 X 157
Farrograph 702/4 194

Cash
Price
s. d.
9 0
15 0
2 4
10 0
10 0
0 0
15 8

Deposit
£ s. d.
24 3 0
24 9 0
34 2 4
30 0 0
29 10 0
52 4 8
44 IS 8

MAINS TWIN TRACK
Fldallty Braamar 31
Ferguson 3224
33
Grundig TKI20 ... 39
Tandbarg 1521 ... 77
Baocord 1100
82
Farrograph 713 ... 174

0
14
5
0
19
13

0
0
0
8
0
4

10 14
II 12
13 5
27 0
27 13
58 13

0
8
0
0
0
4

1 13
1 It
13
4 3
4 12
9 13

10
10
4
4
2
4

BATTERY OPERATED
Philips RF290 ... 31
Grundig C200 ...
37
Philips IIF482
54
Talafunkan 301 TS" 57
Talafunkan 302 TS 48
Uhar 4000L
... 133
... 1.2

10
17
12
15
5
13
10

0
4
0
0
0
2
7

10
12
18
19
22
44
54

0
4
0
0
0
1
7

2
3
3
3
7
9

15
0
0
4
15
8
0

0
10
8
2
10
4
0

10
7
4
5
15
13
10

12 Monthly
Paymenu
£ s. d.
4 0 4
4 0 4
5 10 0
4 19 2
4 It 8
B 14 4
10 It 8

INTERFST FREE H.P. TERMS.
OPEN SATURDAY 4 p.m.
FRIDAY 4.30 p.m.
IF UNABLE TO CALL. WRITE
FOR BROCHURES. PART EX|CHANGMeSNT^ElR%,SAND M

(DEPT. R) 186-188 WEST END I

SATISFACTION
SANYO MR.9I0 STEREO
•ft 4 Track.
2 Speeds. 7+ and 3J i.p.s.
■jlf 7' Reels 2 x 4' Permanent Dynamic speakers
if Sound-on-Sound with optional adapter.
Tlf Sound-With-Sound.
<£ Supplied complete with 2 Microphones, 7' tape.
Audio leads. Makers 12 months su>rantee and
Full instruccioi-s.
62 Gns. List price £84.15.0.
INITIAL DEPOSIT £32.12.2. 12 Monthly
paymenu of £3.11.8.
} SANYO MR-990 STEREO:
ic
Track 3 Speeds if Sound-on-Sound
ic 4Sound-With-Sound.
★ 2 Detachable Speaker Boxes.
if Output 2 x 10 watts Music Power.
if Natural Wood Cabinet.
if Supplied complete with 2 Dynamic MicroBhones. 7' Demonstration Tape, leads, etc..
lakers 12 months fuarantee and instructicns
if Automatic Shut-Off. 110 Gns. List price£l 32.5.0
VSPECIAL
OFFER

, WEST HAMPSTEAD, LONDON. NW6
Telephone: 01-794 4977

FANTASTIC
DISCOUNT
PRICES
• Recording Tapes
• Tape-Recorders
• Hi-Fi Equipment
• FM. AM and AM Radios
• Record Players
• Microphones
196970
• Headphones
• Amps, and Tuners
CATALOGUE
• Turntables
180 Pages
• Cartridges
• Loudspeakers
SEND TODAY
• Plugs and Leads
• Accessories

m

BARGAINS OF THE MONTH
ElimilJ

TAPE

ARMSTRONG 426
• « * *

UP TO 40% OFF!
NEW KJ SPECTACULAR
From the Motion Picture and Magnetic Products Division of ILFORD LTD. (Suppliers of tape to B.B.C.) We are proud to present a New Stupendous BARGAIN
OFFER! Never before have you been offered such a breathtaking opportunity.
ILFORD premium grade magnetic tape at a terrific reduction of ^0%! Brand New,
Boxed, Fully Guaranteed and complete with leaders, trailers and stop foil.
UNIQUE TO KJ.
DESCRIPTION
NORMAL PRICE ONE THREE SIX
17/6
50/6
96/6
900' on 5" reel Long Play P.V.C
. 29/1
22/6
65/- 125/1200' on SJ* reel Long Play P.V.C
. 36/1
51/4
29/6
86/- 165/1800' on 7- reel Long Play P.V.C
27/9
81/157/6
1200' on 5* reel Double Play (Polyester) . . 43/1
1800' on SJ" reel Double Play (Polyester)
56/1
36/105/- 204/2400' on 7" reel Double Play (Polyester) . 78/10 49/6 145/6 285/Post and Packing 2/6
Orders over £5 post free
BRANDED TAPES

Stereo Tuner-Amplifier

KJ PRICE
A transistorised AM-FM
15x15 watt tuner-amp with
a full range of facilities.
£79-0-0
LIST PRICE £89 0 0
For stereo reception add the MPX Decoder. Normally £9.10 0. FROM US
ONLY £8 7 6.
OTHER CLEARANCE BARGAINS:
LIST PRICE OUR PRICE
CELESTION DITTON 10 Mk. I Speakers (teak)
21 3 2
17 10 0
EAGLE RA. 96 10 x 10 watt AM-FM MPX Tuner-Amplifier 87 13 0
69 10 0
SANYO DC. 904 complete stereo system (Tuner-Arr.p,
Turntable, Speakers)
82 10 0
69 10
GARRARD WB.2 base for LAB.80
413 8
3 19
GARRARD SPC.2 cover for above
... ... ... 4 8 10
3 16
/ Compac
ttes

Scotch

Mif
PHILIPS

DESCRIPTION
900'L/P on S" reel ..
1200'L/P on SJ" reel .. ■.
1800'L/P on 7" reel
1200'D/P on S" reel .. •.
1800' D/P on Si" reel .. ,
2400'D/P on 7-reel .. .
1800' L/P Dynarange .. .
Post and Packing 2/6
%\vv
111
EMI

UST
PRICE
29/36/Sl/43/56/6
79/58/-

OUR PRICE
ONE
THREE SIX
23/6
69/9 137/9
29/170/86/41/6
123/- 243 34/6
102/3 202/45/6
135/- 266/9
63/6
188/3 372/AS 16
137/9 272/3
Orders over £5 post free
The above are examples from the
complete ranges held in stock. SEE
OUR CATALOGUE FOR FULLER
I NFORMATION,

K. J. ENTERPRISES (DeptA)
(HEAD OFFICE <S MAIL-ORDER DIVISION)
33 BRIDLE PATH. WATFORD. HERTS.
Telephone: WATFORD (92) 22338 (3 lines)
(Close to Watford Junction Station)
SHOWROOMS (For callers only)
17 The Bridge. WEALDSTONE. MIDDX.
(Opposite Harrow & Wealdstone Station)
Telephone: 01-427 7758
HOURS: 9.30 a.m.—5.30 p.m. (Monday-Saturday)
(Closed lunch 12.30—1.45 p.m. Monday-Friday).

UP TO HALF PP/CE
Compact Cassettes with 60, 90 & 120 minutes playing
time. Brand New. top quality in normal plastic library
box. Available at this exceptional price.
MC.60
MC.90
MC.I20
I for 10/6
I for 14/I for 18 6
Standard pattern to fit
3
for
30/3
for
40/6
3
for
54/Philips, Stella, Elizabethan
6 for 5S/6
6 for 78/6 for 105/Dansette, Sanyo, Ferguson, 12 for 105/12 for 150/12 for 204/Bush. HMV.
Bush,
HMV, Sony. etc.
Post and Packing 2/6. Orders over £S post free:
Must not be confused with cheaper American Overture
Cassettes advertised elsewhere
BRANDED CASSETTES c40
(BASF or PHILIPS)
™
Post and Packing 2/6. Orders over £5 post free.
BUDGET SYSTEMS

SAVE

you

Complete Hi-fi Stereo Systems at fantastic *££
package deal prices. Fabulous reductions
on superbly matched systems which are
despatched to you. all ready to plug together.
Prices start from
AS LITTLE AS
£49-17-6
SEND TODAY
FOR
FULL DETAILS
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Ferrograph

stereo

the

amplifier-

heart

great

F307

of

Hi-Fi

F307 is an integrated Stereo Amplifier, built in a tradition of excellence and extremely versatile
in its capabilities.
It presents a clean uncluttered appearance, conforming very closely with the Series Seven
Recorder in this regard. Only its main controls appear on the panel—all subsidiary controls being housed
beneath a hinged extruded aluminium flap.
F307 delivers power output of 20 watts RMS per channel into a load of 8 ohms and has a
total harmonic distortion of less than 0.25% at IkFlz at all levels up to its rated output.
Your Ferrograph dealer will be pleased to demonstrate F307 to you. When planning your
Hi-Fi system, this is an Amplifier to which the most ■■
■■
serious consideration must be given and its Manual
■ To The Ferrograph Co. Ltd.
Mercury House. 195 Knightsbridge. London. S.W.7.
makes informative and compelling reading.
■ Please send me FREE details of the Ferrograph Stereo Amplifier F307 □
OR send me the F307 Manual for which I enclose 5s 6d post paid
□
" Name
FERROGRAPH | Address
The Ferrograph Co. Ltd.
Mercury House, 195 Knightsbridge, London, S.W.7.
TR
Telephone: 01 -589 4485
50
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COVER PICTURE
The most expensive broadcasting station
on or off the earth, Apollo 12 carried a Sony
TC50 miniature tape recorder which was
used to relay a mock attack by Red Indians
(according to the newspapers). Uses C60
cassettes and costs £83 15s.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Annual subscription rates to Tape Recorder
and Its associated journal HI-FI News are
30s. (36s. overseas) and 47s. respectively,
U.S.A. $4.30 & $5.60. Six-month home
subscriptions are 15s. (Tape Recorder) and
24s. (HI-FI News), from Link House
Publications Ltd., Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, CR9 2TA.
Tape Recorder Is published on the 14th
of the preceding month unless that date
falls on a Sunday, when It appears
on the Saturday.

ancient sayings are of doubtful value at the
There is room for greater application of
best of times, and when only half remembered accident-prevention devices to protect increasought not to be used as Editorial lead-ins. ingly expensive master tapes. Only a few studio
That doesn't slop us, however. We half recorders can claim to incorporate foolproof
remember someone somewhere saying that if mode selection—Scully, Studer and Unitrack
the petrol engine had been invented before the models employ a latching circuit which stores
steam engine, the latter would have been a premature mode change until the reels have
accepted as a great step forward. Much the nominally halted. The majority of so-called
same thing has been said of the transistor 'foolproof transports create spillage and
('why didn't Marconi put a couple of cat's (particularly on high-tension studio models)
whiskers back to back instead of playing with snapping when stop and forward are pressed in
the "new" thermionic valve ?') and is going to quick succession from fast wind. The momenbe said, here and now, of signal level meters tum of a full NAB spool does not help matters.
and the cathode ray indicator.
Day-dreaming in the presence of a bulk
We have never really understood the objec- eraser must be the commonest cause of accition to developing the grotty little magic-eye dents in the recording world. We recently
into a larger calibrated alternative to the crude conducted some experiments with a powerful
electromechanical indicator called a 'meter'. 27 cm model and found that, whatever else it
Cost, perhaps, though decent PPM movements did, it could not be persuaded to produce a
are indecently expensive. Whatever the reason, silent tape. We have long assumed that
Altec Lansing in the USA have taken great rotating the reel by hand as it is slowly withpains to avoid the issue by producing a seven- drawn from the eraser's field overcomes the
step peak level indicator which, crude or not, once-per-revolution 'bonk'. It doesn't. More
should simplify the balance engineer's task of disturbing is the fact that this residual noise is
controlling 20 channel levels simultaneously. almost impossible to erase on a conventional
The device comprises an 82 mm column of 38 cm/s recorder. At least one studio feeds its
10 mm coloured squares marked in percentage eraser from a high-frequency power supply,
modulation and triggered by a transistor which apparently improves matters. Perhaps
circuit. Overload (+4 dBm) is registered when a Variac would be cheaper.
the uppermost (red) square is illuminated, the
downward graduations being 0, -4, -8, -12,
-16 and -24 dBm (marked as 100, 63,40, 25,
16 and 6%). Colour scheme is yellow down to
FEATURE ARTICLES
-12 dBm, green at -16 and blue at -24 dBm.
59
RECORDING STUDIO
A similar device has been introduced by
TECHNIQUES—Part Two
Electrodyne, nine increments from +6 to
By Angus McKenzie
—20 dB. Anyone interested in standardising 7
66 INSIDE DOLBY—Part One
Turning from visual indicators to video
By K. R. Wicks
recording, we have been inclined to be doubt69 INTERVIEW; JOHN ALCOCK
By David Kirk
ful about fresh announcements of 'domestic
72 THE SYNTHESIS OF MUSICAL INSTRUVTR' systems since the demise of Telcan.
MENT TONE—Part Rve
However, when Sony and Philips lend their
By R. M. Youngson
names to such activities there seems some
75 A HYPERCARDIOID CAPACITOR
probability of the promises being fulfilled.
MICROPHONE—Part Two
Unperturbed by the prospect of EVR, Sony
By Trevor Atiewell
are planning to produce a Videocassette system
79 AN ATTIC STUDIO
with recording and erase facilities ('Studio
By Robert Rowe
Diary,' page 53 — perhaps we need a 'Video
Diary'). Not mentioned in that report is the
REGULAR ITEMS
fact that clock mechanisms can be sealed inside
53
STUDIO DIARY
Videocassettes to count (and charge for) each
55 READERS' LETTERS
playback of a hired programme. This sounds
57 AROUND THE STUDIOS: STUDIO G
like becoming an expensive game.
By Keith Wicks
Talking of expense, the BBC engineer who
60 TAPE RECORDER SERVICE: SONY TC255
wiped out the Messiah ('Studio Diary') has not
By H. W. Hellyer
been sacked, in case you wondered. Fair
65 TALKBACK
enough; it brings to mind the occasion when a
By Peter Baslln
BBC radio man dropped a single-flange reel of
tape due for imminent broadcast and had the
EQUIPMENT REVIEWS
nightmare of unravelling the tangle as the
78
TELEFUNKEN
M250 (POSTSCRIPT)
clock ticked towards zero. Twin-flange NAB
81 PHILIPS N4408
spools overcome the latter risk, provided the
By A. Tutchings
screws slay tight, and the record interlock is a
fairly common device even if incorrectly
Henry Maxwell is ill
applied in some solenoid-controlled machines.
51

8-track
5
LEEVERS-RICH
studio tape recorders

the highest performance currently attainable
channel selection logic control circuit
separate sync amplifiers for each channel
sync selection switching and gain control for each channel
plug-on head unit for alternative track formats
solid state electronics using the latest integrated circuits
Have you had your copy of our new specification sheets?

for further information write or telephone
Norman Nichols 01-874 9054 Leevers-R.ich Equipment Limited. 319 Trinity Road. Wandsworth. London SW18. England

Professionals

require

the

best

'''
MAINS

GA N

ELECTROM

trass

Range. TPA Series Power Amplifiers.
Power. 25, 50 and 100 watts rms into 8-15
ohms.
Distortion. Less than 0.1 % at any level.
H H

ELECTRONIC

0

Frequency Response. Level 20Hz. to 20kHz. ±
0.5 dB.
Protection. Electronically, input and output.
Load Impedances. Matching transformers available
Industrial Site ' Cambridge Road
Cambridge C84 4AZ
Tel: Cambridge 63070
52

Milton

BBC 'MESSIAH' ACCIDENTALLY ERASED
A colour videotape recording of Handel's
Messiah, produced for BBC 2 and screened
Christmas 1968, was not repeated as planned
on BBC 1 in 1969. The recording was accidentally erased while being prepared for broadcasting. It was replaced by repeats of a discussion
programme and 'Songs of Praise'.

studio

diary

PYE MIXERS ORDERED FOR LOCAL RADIO
eleven-channel and five-channel mixing
systems have been ordered from Pye TVT for
the recently announced new local broadcas'ing
stations. These will be situated at Birmingham,
Blackburn, Bristol, Chatham, Derby, Hull,
London, Manchester, Middlesbrough, Newcastle, Oxford and Southampton, bringing the
total number of local stations to 20. A further
20 stations are expected by 1975, according to
the Minister of Posts and Telecommunications,
Mr. John Stonehouse.
£640,000 STUDIO TO OPEN IN 1970
three studio installations handling 24-track,
16-track and eight-track opera'ions respectively,
reduction, editing and film-dubbing facilities,
will be incorporated in Quiver Records to be
built off Shaftesbury Avenue by a US/German
consortium. The project is in the hands of
Werner Schwartz, formerly with Ariola and
Odeon. John Alcock (Unitrack) has been
appointed studio consultant.

SONY ANNOUNCE HOME VIDEOCASSETTES
'the most practical, economical and realisable
system yet'—Sony's claim for their newly
announced helical-scan Videocassctle. This is
the heart of a Colour Videoplayer system
which will be offered on the Japanese market
in late 1970 at a price around £150. The
Videocassctle measures 205 x 125 x 30 mm,
and carries up to 90 minutes television and
stereo sound (or bi-lingual mono). Horizontal
resolution is 300 lines (monochrome) and 250
lines (colour). Audio frequency response is
50 Hz to 12 kHz +1.5 -3.5 dB with 40 dB
signal-to-noise ratio. The Videoplayer connects
to any standard TV monitor or receiver and
will record and reproduce in the manner of a
normal VTR. Unlike the latter, however, a
Sony tape may be removed in mid-programme

MM-1000 INSTALLED AT MARQUEE
London's first ampex MM-1000 was recently
installed at Marquee Recording Studios in
Dean Street, W.l. The Studio Director, Gerry
Collins, considers its selsync quality good
enough to permit mixing down from several

and reloaded later at the same point without
fast-winding. The price of a virgin Videocassette is expected to be around £7. A tuner
to receive TV broadcasts can be added to the
Videoplayer and may ultimately sell for about
£40. None of the predicted prices assume any
tax.
Sony are negotiating with Philips and
Grundig on a standard format for videotape
recording. The largest motion picture producer
in Japan, Toho, is planning to make its
cinema programmes available through Videocassette libraries and Sony hope to extend this
facility to the rest of the motion picture
industry, TV networks, educational institutions
and music recording companies. Further
details from Sony VTR Division, 11 Ascot
Road, Bedfont, Feltham, Middlesex (Tel. 6950021).
MORGAN EXPAND TO 16-TRACK
a £70,000 addition to their eight-track studio
in High Road, N.W.10, has been made by
Morgan Recording Studios. Up to 45 performers can be accommodated in the 100 sq. m.
extension which is equipped for 16-track
recording and Dolby noise reduction.

tracks to a single track, freeing the original
tracks for further material. Orders for 27 units
have been received outside the US. The
MM-1000 is marketed in Britain and Scandinavia by Ampex (GB) Ltd., Acre Road, Reading
(Tel. Reading 55341).

Zk

EMI APPOINTMENTS
mr. r. f. l. zeioler, wtio joined EMI Central
Research Laboratories in 1954, has been
appointed Export Marketing Manager for EMI
Electronics and Industrial Operations. He will
be responsible to the recently appointed
Marketing Director, P. J. N. Collaro, for
development of overseas markets. Mr. A. F.
Elliott, formerly of the EMI Commercial
Division, is appointed Market Research
Manager,

*,■
Assembly area ot the
enlarged Elcom plant
at Weedon Road,
Northampton.
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The Grundig TK149 gives

you the complete sound
A tape recorder is only as good as it sounds. You
know that and so do we. That's why we developed
the Automatic TK149—to take the guesswork
out of tape recording, to give you that distinct,
clear sound for which a GRUNDIG is so justly
famous. There's a lot of sophisticated engineering
in the TK149 to bring it right up to Hi- Fi standards
and, of course, it comes with more than £10
worth of quality accessories. But first things first.
The Features . .. Switchable automatic level setting
without increase in distortion and using the unique
GRUNDIG delay system. Illuminated recording level meter.
Automatic stop at end of tape. Facilities for dual
play and trick recordings. Heavy gauge plated steel chassis
provides robust construction and perfect mechanical
alignment. Handle unclips. GRUNDIG 'Easy-G' single dial
control. Head cover unclips for easy access to heads
and sound channel. Optional accessories available to give
added facilities.
a

...and the Facts...Recording System:4-track mono with dual-playfacilities.
Level Adjustment: Automatic with the ingenious distortion-free Grundig delay
system or manual override.
Tape Speed: 3i i.p.s. (9.5cm/s).
Wow and Flutter: 0.2%r.m.s.
Maximum Playing Time: 6 hrs. (4 hrs. with the 1200 ft. of L.P. tape supplied).
Frequency Response: 40—12,500 Hz+3—5dB
Signal to Noise Ratio: 45dB
Output Power: 2.5 Watts/5 Ohm
Input: Microphone/Universal 2mV/1.5MOhm
Outputs: High impedance 500mV/15kOhm, Earphone 11 V/220kOhm, Ext.
Loudspeaker 2.5W/5 Ohm. Monitor Output for synchronised recordings.
Loudspeaker: 6" x 4" high flux density unit.
Position Indicator: 4-figure digital with press button re-set.
Accessories Supplied: Moving coil stick microphone GDM 312,1200' L.P.
tape in library container, spare spool, connecting lead.
Grundig TK149. For the complete sound. Recommended Retail Price £57.12.8.
One of the incomparable range of Grundig Tape Recorders—
ask your dealer for a demonstration soon.
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Hear it all on
ORUDDIG
Grundig (Great Britain) Ltd., London, S.E.26.
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... about azimuth alignment
From: John Shuttleworth, School House, Eltham
College, Mottingham, London S.E.9.
Dear Sir, Following on from Angus McKenzie's
article on azimuth adjustment in the December
issue, readers may be interested in the following
method which does not require the use of a test
tape.
Connect a tone generator to the input of the
recorder and a valve millivoltmeter to the line
output. Adjust the record head azimuth for
maximum output while recording a 10 kHz
tone.
Next record a 2 kHz lone at the same level,
then rewind and play this recording with the
tape inside out (plastic base against the heads),
assuming j-lrack stereo or full-track mono
operation.
Adjust the playback head azimuth for maximum output, carefully noting the number of
screw turns required. Now set the playback
head halfway between its original position and
its new position. Record a 10 kHz tone with
the tape the correct way round and adjust the
record head for maximum line output.
The entire process is repeated until it is found
that no increase in signal is produced when
adjusting the playback head.
This method has the advantage that the final
result depends only on the patience of the
operator and not on the unknown merits of a
test tape.
Yours faithfully
... about metric
From: John Alcock, Unitrack Equipment Ltd.,
590 Wandsworth Road, London, S.W.8.
Dear Sir, I feel that I really must protest at
the constant use of metric units throughout
your magazine.
Whilst I would agree that we have to
convert sooner or later to the metric system
I feel that, in the early stages of the changeover period, it would be of great benefit to
include both standards so that people such as
myself, unequipped at all times with a slide
rule, could readily convert one standard to
another. Furthermore, in some instances I
fail to see how you will persuade this industry
to convert accepted terminology such as i',
i', 1" and 2" tape into 6.25 mm, 12.5 mm,
25 ram and 50 mm.
In your December issue I was most perturbed to discover that our machine was
1270 x 1144 x 673 mm. I would think that,
at a rough guess, 95% of the people who read
that extract would have no idea whatever

how large the object was. However I am
pleased to note that there is one sane member
of your staff, Peter Bastin, who outlined
similar objections in his 'Talkback' page of
the same issue.
No doubt you will wish to tear me into
little metric pieces and prove that I am a
staid, short-sighted individual; I look forward
to any excuses you may care to put forward
in reply. Happy Christmas !
Yours faithfully,
(Ever tried exporting ?—Ed.)
... about 'Talkback'
From: Robert Morgan, Hotel Stewart,
Richmond, Surrey.
Dear Sir, Your plans for the future of Studio
Sound, nee Tape Recorder, sound very promising. But if you expect this reader to buy and
read it you will have to begin by excluding or
radically transforming Peter Bastin's so-called
column, 'Talkback'. This contribution is so
prejudiced, inaccurate, uninformative and
unnecessary that it is quite incompatible with
the rest of your excellent magazine. You don't
see what I mean? Consider the following
comments, arranged in parallel with his
column:
METRICATION: This sort of criticism of the
metric system is a stale re-hash of what has been
better said elsewhere, and it offers no new
insight or solution. The dedicated boozer need
not 'guzzle 800 centilitres of brown ale', of
course; he will guzzle 8 litres only, which is the
beauty of a decimal system. (Let Peter Bastin
consider the present 'pint' as so many ounces or
as a fraction of a gallon! Can he even do it
without looking up the equivalents?) And the
chippy's mate, after metrication, would never
think of ordering '76.2 mm by 50.8 mm pine'.
Does Peter Bastin think that today's 'two by
four' measures 2.00 by 4.00 inches? Those are
nominal measurements and in metric days there
will be nominal metric measurements, too.
Clearly, the author of this paragraph hasn't
even tried to 'consider the ramifications', as he
asks us to do.
PRICES: Two outright errors here: Sony and
Tandberg both give exact prices in their
advertisements. (Sony: Model TC-630, recommended retail price £199 15s, Tandberg:
£89 10s.) Ferrograph, Film Industries, and
Telefunken are advertising a range of products
where any single price would be misleading.
But the most important point is clearly stated in
the B & O ad, and it is incredible that Peter
Bastin is unaware of it: '... for those who
consider design and quality before price.' It is
a well-known convention, not limited to audio
products, that lack of a price in an advertisement means that the item is relatively expensive
and that other qualities are more important.
You don't buy a Ferrograph because it fits your
budget; you buy it because it is good. If you
have to ask how much it costs, Peter, you can't
afford it.
LOCAL RADIO: Not surprising that local
radio turned down Mr Bastin's tapes, if they
were anything like his column. But local radio
is supposed to be an amplified parish pump—a
very necessary institution—and if it were not
immediate and topical it would be failing in its
function. This paragraph positively reeks of
sour grapes." The professional knows that he
must tailor his product to the market require55

menls if he wants to sell it; Mr Bastin, militant
amateur, wants the market to come to him.
PHILIPS VTR: The most amazing thing aboui
this paragraph is the price differential between
the LDLI002 at £198 and the LDL1002 at £188.
ITALIANS: It is news to Mr Bastin, but not to
other people, that English is very widely known
in countries where the mother tongue is not an
international language. The English and the
French gel by nicely on their native tongues,
and can spare themselves the bother of learning
those silly foreign languages; but nobody but
Italians speaks Italian, so they have to know
some English.
DISCOURTESY; On the evidence of his
column, Mr Bastin can find discourtesy
anywhere, so it is not surprising that Philips'
labour-saving device affronts him. If he really
wants a personal reply he will of course have to
wait even longer. And by the way, doesn't he
know yet how to order spare parts from large
manufacturers? When he buys his cassette
recorder—not later, when it needs repair—he
should write to Philips for a (free) service
manual. Each part is shown in exploded
diagram with its code number. He then can
ask for the part by number when he needs it and
the response will be very rapid. He can even
phone CES in Croydon after business hours
and tell their recording machine what he wants.
Why doesn't he give the reader that sort of
information in his column, instead of mindless
gripes?
TAPES: The metric gripe again! Does Mr
Bastin think that f-inch tape is actually
0.250000 inches wide? A little research would
indicate that it isn't.
WHARFEDALE: 'Tell me, Wharfedale, how
does an item suddenly increase in cost by
12.5%?' Well, Mr Bastin there is one way: the
manufacturer holds the price constant in the
face of increased costs until his margin of profit
is too small to continue. Then he ups the price,
He could increase it by small amounts whenever
a resistor goes up in price by .Old, but that
would make the complainers complain even
louder.
CODE NUMBERS: Another pointless complaint; Mr Bastin hasn't filled his word quota
yet and he is scraping the bottom of the barrel.
So equipment is designated by a combination
of numbers and letters (rather like an English
car registration plate?)—so what? An equally
loud and meaningless case could be made
against using "recognisable and logical names'.
How about Maxim, Marimba, Mezzo, Magnum,
and Magisterl One can hear Mr Bastin's
outraged voice: impossible to remember the
difference ... emotional associations ...
I suppose that next month Peter Bastin will
again spend ten minutes leafing through a few
audio magazines and come up with another
'column'. If, sir, you are really 8 feet three
inches tall, can you not stop him before it is too
late? Perhaps by writing that nasty letter he
referred to? Your readers would appreciate a
well-written, informative column on taperelated topics. It could even be lively and
opinionated, if there were a solid background
of knowledge and journalistic spadework
behind it. But 'Talkback', in its present form,
is not such a column, Please do the decent
thing.
Yours faithfully
Reader reaction to the "Talkback" column has
(continued overleaf)

READERS LETTERS CONTINUED
been generally favourable and suggests that a
light-hearted column is not out of place in an
Otherwise fairly technical journal—Sd.
... about green stickers
From: J. V. Herbert Cookson, Hugh Bam, New
Longton, Preston PR4 4SQ.
Dear Sir, Re 'Talkback' in the December issue
and Peter Bastin's reference to the green sticker
of Philips Electrical, 1 do not think he has any
cause for complaint. He was informed of the
price required for the article and could decide
whether to buy or not.
On two occasions after I have asked the price
of an item, I have been puzzled to be confronted
with the postman holding a COD parcel. In
both cases all charges were added. In one case,
after parting with my cash, I found the parcel
contained the item whose price I had requested
plus an item never mentioned. After correspondence, the last mentioned was accepted
back and, after some weeks, I received a refund.
I had to bear the annoyance, the packing and
COD charges, and postage on letters and
return parcel. Apart from this, I considered the
price of the item left far too high.
In future, please do not ask the price of
anything without having first placed a wad of
pound notes handy beside the door.
Yours faithfully
.. . about rising costs
From: J. Hone, 130 Old Oak Road, London
WJ.

Quality

Dear Sir I feel that I must comment on a point
raised by Peter Bastin ('Talkback', December),
in which he refers to a piece of equipment
seemingly increasing in cost by 12.5% almost
overnight. Being a retail business man (not
connected with audio) 1 can understand Mr
Bastin's attitude but can also point out that I
purchased certain lines of goods a few months
ago and, when the last of these articles has been
sold, the next batch will be at least 30% dearer.
As I write this letter, three national publications have increased 20% overnight and my
business rates have increased £100 a year. 1
could go on forever and would add that Mr
Bastin's remark about inflated profits is
nothing to do with the matter at all. Also, SET
does lead to increased prices. Next time you
buy something, it is more than likely to be up in
price.
Yours faithfully

in domestic radio sets for matching a fiFB to a
3 ohm loudspeaker. The laminations are
removed and the secondary winding ignored.
The primary resistance of the one in use is 550
ohms.
If the generator has an output impedance
greater than 200 ohms, R1 should not be
necessary. The filter should not be loaded with
less than about 5 K or the attenuation falls off.
There is no loss of signal amplitud* at the test
frequency.
Yours faithfully

... about measuring distortion
From: W. H. MyaU, 35 Villiers Road, Watford
WDI 4AL.
Dear Sir, Feeling rather pleased with the success
of the following circuit, I thought you might
agree it is worth passing on.
Anyone who has become stumped in measuring small distortion products due to the distortion content of his test oscillator (mine is 0.1 %)
will find the following circuit very efficient and
easy to knock up. It attenuates the second
harmonic of a 1 kHz test tone by something
like 20 dB.
The inductance is the primary of a standard
pentode output transformer, the type once used

A NEW CUSTOM
thinking of building a 24-channel mixer into
the dash-board of your car? Then you are
obviously the type who prefers his transport to
have an individual look—tuned for optimum
performance like a good tape recorder.
Seriously, though, if you are a car tinkerer—
or you know any young men that way inclined
—then look out for Custom Car, a new motoring magazine from the Link House Group to
be launched in February. Custom Car will be
>ou hful, colourful and full of know-how on
making cars look like something else—tape
recorders for instance. Price 2s 6d from any
newsagent, first issue February 6.
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Ribbon microphones
From a review of the Model M8S
"... The f'/m Industries M8S
ribbon microphone has a most
attractive appearance coupled with
a performance which, in many
respects, can stand comparison
with the best designs at three or
four limes its price."

mm
Helps you to
collect the best
It's the specialist journal that gives you
independent expert assessments of
performances on records. Peter Gammon edits,
and a talented team of critics provides candid
and concise reviews, covering classical and
the best of folk, jazz, light and pop. Record
Review is for the intelligent collector and
specialises in the whole range of recorded
music, past and present. It is the authority in a
field of diffuse opinions. Read it for the
uncomplicated truth. 3s 6d at bookstalls or
post-free from Link House, Dingwall Avenue.
Croydon CR9 2TA.
A LINK HOUSE GROUP PUBLICATION
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MB

FILM INDUSTRIES LTD.
Station Avenue
Kew Gardens, Surrey
TELEPHONE; RiC 8078
^Please send me an illustrated brochure
I Name
Address
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THE idea of this series is to take a look at
various sound studios and see the facilities
they provide and the techniques used. Studio G,
in London's Wardour Street, is a good place
to start as the firm's main business is that of
advising the film, television, radio and advertising industries in matters concerned with
sound recording and music in general. Customers have included Twentieth Century Fox,
Anglia TV Radio Luxemburg, Rank Advertising, and numerous other big and small
names in all fields.
Studio G was founded by John Gale, who is
the Musical Director and Conductor of the
London Concert Orchestra, and has been
involved in music in many different ways
including the composition of beat music and
music for TV commercials, for which he has won
many awards. The studio can advise on all
aspects of the business—copyright clearance,
choosing composers and musicians, negotiating
fees, etc. They have a sound effects library and
a voice library which enables producers to
choose a voice suitable for the purpose they
have in mind, without having to audition
scores of people. Technical facilities on the
premises include a film
transfer suite containing
two RCA Sunbuo1 machines an EMI BTR4
recorder, an editing desk, and a Lockwood
Speaker for monitoring. The RCA film
transport can deal with 35 mm or 17.5 mm
whilst the second machine handles 16 mm,
all at 24 or 25 f/s, depending whether the
work is for cinema or TV.
I was shown around the studio by Bob Cort,
one of their composers and arrangers (and well
known for his part in the skiffle movement of
the 'fifties). I found that the recording facilities
provided on the premises were somewhat
limited but, as B.C. was quick to point out,
besides using their own studios, they make use
of various other London studios, which have
been inspected by their own consultants and
engineers. Thus, whatever facilities are needed.
Studio G are able to choose the best place for
the job. Their own two studios deal with
single-track recordings only, the smaller one
being a very basic affair for recording speech.
This is about 3 x 4 m in size. The mixer
provides for one microphone c lannel and two
auxiliary inputs fspring echo is used) and theie
are two desk mounted BTR4s. When L arrived,
Frank Weintrop of Walt Disney Productions
was just finishing an editing session on some
tapes for a new series of children's records to
be brought out soon.
The larger studio is about 5 x 6 m, and there
are six microphone channels, four auxiliary
inputs, and two high level inputs. The control

studios
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desk, which was built by Post Electronics of
Ashford, Middlesex, is shown in fig. 4. There
are two group faders to which the various
channels may be switched as required, and six
response selection amplifiers are provided for
modification of the signals when desired.
Spring echo is used here, as in the smaller
studio. To the left of the desk can be seen an
EMI TR52 which is used only for editing, the
BTRis being used for recording. Fig. 5 shows
one of a pair of desk-mounted BTR4 decks,
and the associated recording amplifiers.
As far as microphones are concerned. Studio
O have four by AKG—two CSls, a C28, and a
DI9, a Sony CSS. an STC 4038, and an MKH
405. Unfortunately I was unable to see the
57

FIG. 1 (top left); Acoustic separation screens.
FIG. 2 (top centre): Small studio, single STC
4038 ribbon
FIG. 3 (top right); Tape editing on BTR4 foi
Radio Luxemburg.
FIG. 4 (lower left); Post Electronics mixer and EMI
TR52.
FIG 5 (lower right); One ot two BTR4 transports.
studio in action as the booking with which my
visit had been scheduled to coincide had been
cancelled.
The overall impression I gained during the
visit was simply of being among people who
know the music business inside out, and provide a much needed and unique service in this
field.
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recording tape
quiet as a mouse!
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don't buy any tape - buy EMjlTrZ^P1
THE RANGE OF EMITAPE AFONIC LOW-NOISE TAPE
88
STANDARD PLAY
The best general
purpose tape, giving
maximum durability
at all professional
speeds. Pre-stretched
polyester base film
of super strength.

99
LONG PLAY
50% longer
recording time —
specially designed for
multi-track recorders
- pre-stretched
polyester base film of
super strength.

100
DOUBLE PLAY
Twice the recording
time for a given size
of spool - the perfect
film for low speed,
multi-track recorders
- superflex polyester
base film.

300
TRIPLE PLAY
Maximum playing time on
spools up to 5" dia. extended dynamic range
— specially suitable for
battery operated
recorders-extra tensile
polyester base.

EMITAPE IS AN EMI GROUP PRODUCT ["EIVII"

RECORDING STUDIO TECHNIQUES

r

T~,HlS month I am going to deal with the
A different techniques for obtaining a
stereo sound picture on tape from the various
types of sound source, and in particular
comment in detail about early techniques with
which I myself experimented. As we are
primarily concerned with present day techniques, I am not going to go into detail
about how Blumlein arrived at his system of
using crossed bi-directional microphones, a
technique, which many people consider still
the best today.
I wish to stress that the choice of any
particular technique tends to be personal, in
that one engineer may well prefer spaced
mikes with extra mikes added, whilst another
prefers to follow Blumlein. Because of this I
will write about my own experiences and
preferences, whilst at the same time explaining
why I dislike many others, in addition to
accepting certain techniques which are combinations of the ones already outlined.
In the summer of 1955 I was fortunate
enough to have the opportunity of purchasing
almost all the equipment of the old Mercury
Sound Studios located in Hornsey and amongst
the items bought were four Neumann U47
capacitors. These were initially switchable to
cardioid or omnidirectional directivity patterns.
In 1958 with the help of a friend all these
mikes were modified to give any pattern
between omnidirectional through cardioid to
bi-directional, with a control on the power
supply unit. In the same year I purchased my
first professional stereo tape recorder,
namely an EMR TR90 which had stereo
record and replay amplifiers together
with a 10 W monitor amplifier switchable to
either channel in one cabinet, whilst the tape
deck, capable of taking NAB spools, was in a
second cabinet, which also contained the
erase oscillator, bias supplies and tape replay
preamps. 1 can well remember the very first
stereo recordings I made with two U47 mikes
on the pavement outside my little studio in
North End Parade, Fulham. I spent literally
hours comparing the merits of spaced mikes
placed between two and five metres apart,
and a coincidental pair in which one mike was
suspended downwards from a boom with the
other mike pointing upwards on a mike stand.
The most obvious difference was that in the
case of the spaceo mikes, depending upon the
spacing, the effect of a sound arriving at one
loudspeaker and then tending to disappear
and later reappear at the other speaker was
very marked, particularly when the sound
source included a large proportion of high
frequencies, for example ordinary footsteps
or a clanking bicycle. If a similar sound
source was recorded and played back using
the coincidental technique, whether the
characteristic was set at cardioid or bidirectional, the directional accuracy of the
sound was much greater. I well remember a
particular bicycle with rattling chain and
mudguards vibrating, traversing slowly and
accurately without any change in frequency

balance from extreme right to extreme left.
I was not prepared to accept anyone else's
word that a particular technique was best
since one engineer at the time told me that a
spaced mike technique was to be preferred
and deprecated the use of coincidental mikes,
whilst another gave the opposite advice.
After these somewhat crude experiments 1
was fortunate in having the help of a church
organist, Brian Cole, who allowed me and
helped me to record his performances on the
organ of St. James's Church, Alperlon. In
this church I was able to confirm that the
coincidental technique gave by far the best
approximation to the original sound, provided
that I sat at a position mid-way between the
two loudspeakers and a metre or two away
from them, but that the spaced mike technique
sounded slightly preferable, although not so
realistic, if I was well away from the centre
line of the loudspeakers. I played these
comparison tests to many friends at the time
and it is interesting that without exception
everyone preferred the coincidental technique,
and the slight improvement of the spaced mike
when the listener was off axis was considered
by all to be of little significance at the time.
Some months later I was asked by the
Royal School of Church Music to record in
mono their festival at the Royal Albert Hall,
in which there was not only a choir of about
eight hundred, but an audience of several
thousand joining in the hymns. Just before
the event I was introduced to George Ponlzen
of Lustraphone who asked me if it was possible
to tape some of the rehearsal using two of
his VRS3 ribbon mikes situated as near
together as possible. I decided also to record
the entire ceremony in stereo using two of my
U47's about 23 cm apart with a hypercardioid
directivity pattern. Such a directivity pattern
causes the mike to have its main sensitivity
lobe in a forward direction and a small lobe
in a backward direction, and two almost dead
lobes facing approximately 45° either side of
this backward direction. This characteristic
was selected in order to control the amount
of reverberation pick-up in the hall whilst at
the same time receiving a sufficient amount of
sound from the congregation singing in the
hymns.
Some readers may remember hearing the
tapes played back in the Lustraphone room at
the Earls Court Radio Show in 1958, and it is
remarkable how well the inexpensive Lustraphone ribbon reproduced the sound of the
huge choir in stereo, although of course the
tapes made with the capacitor mikes at the
actual performance were far superior.
Around this time I also experimented with
filling in the gap between the two loudspeakers
when two spaced mikes were used by adding
a third mike in the centre and feeding this
BY ANGUS McKENZIE (Roundabout Records)

equally to both channels, but slightly down in
gain with respect to the gain of the spaced
mikes. My reaction to this technique then
was the same as now, namely instead of getting
two distinct sound sources from the left and
right speakers respectively, one heard three
positions of sound, which was only a fractional
advantage.
With a spaced technique the two mikes are
situated from two to five metres apart, a
metre or so behind the conductor and to each
side. This tends to give undue prominence to
the front desks of the orchestra whilst the
sound from the centre of the orchestra appears
to recede into the background. Much early
American stereo was recorded in this way,
with rather unsatisfactory results. A modification to this technique consists of facing the
two mikes to the opposite sides of the orchestra
to those on which the mikes are placed, but
although this partially overcomes the hole in
the middle effect, it has the dangerous consequence of picking up the front desks of the
first violins and cellos and causing them to
appear from the wrong side. It is amazing
that I have seen sessions costing thousands of
pounds using this technique, although I would
admit that I have not heard it used after 1959.
Some defects in the use of coincidental
mike techniques will now be discussed together
with the modifications which can in certain
circumstances correct its deficiencies. In a
concert hall, a large orchestra will be seen to
stretch from extreme left to extreme right
and, although there arc several different layout
plans available to the conductor, a typical
layout is violins from extreme left to just
left of centre, cellos from right of centre to
extreme right, violas in the centre but some
distance back, and other instruments tending
to be positioned from left to right behind the
string section. It will be seen, therefore, that
for a member of the audience half-way back
in the hall, the stereo sound picture will be
totally different to that heard at the average
place where the coincidental mike might be
positioned. In this latter case the back desks
of violins, for instance, will be largely behind
the front desks, whereas the member of the
audience referred to will hear the back desks
largely to the left of the front desks. To
overcome this, some early stereo was made
using two coincidental pairs with one mike
close to the orchestra and the additional mike
nearly half-way back in the hall. When the
outputs of these two stereo pairs were mixed,
the sound tended to be broader from the
strings, but the centre of the orchestra became
very muddy, in addition to low frequencies
reaching the two mikes at different times and
subsequently being mixed together partially
out of phase causing bass cancellations at
some frequencies and bass additions at others.
Recordings made with this technique therefore tended to be rather boomy in the bass
and lacked definition in the centre and back
(.continued on page 6S)

PART 2
STEREO MICROPHONE PLACEMENT
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SQUEEZING an extra dB of performance
out of a circuit at the lower end of the
scale, where signals are minute and even the
system noise caused by a slight difference in
voltage is significant, presents a real problem.
Sony have gone a fair way toward solving it
in the TC 255 by using a high oscillator frequency (150 kHz or more) and by a silicontransistor input section using the now-famjliar
direct-coupled pair of silicon planar transistors, with a carefully engineered feedback
circuit consisting of three separate negative
feedback loops, incorporating correction, and
adding the required trapping quite early, in
series with two of the loop lines. From there,
the signal goes on to another direct-coupled
pair which drives an emitter-follower output
stage. Correction and trapping again come
into operation. A close study of fig. 1 reveals
a number of in'eresting details.
In particular, one will note a good deal of
switching, not obvious from a swift appraisal
of the actual machine. The present adjustments are quite detailed, too. A few remarks
on the method of setting them may give
guidance to a few of our correspondents who
ask to be told 'the right way' to check amplifiers, oscillators and the like. But first, the
switching.
Equalisation is carried out by a rotary
wafer switch on the extension of the speed
change spindle (speed changing being
mechanical, as on previous Sony machines we
have studied). A capstan idler on a ramp is
spring-loaded and engages with a stepped
motor pulley. The trouble we may get with
this assembly is slight rattle because the
short spindle of the idler itself is on a fairly
long extension of its bracket, which is not as
robust as one could have wished, and which
can be too easily bent to present the idler to
the capstan on an angle instead of ditectly in
line. Both the fault and its cure are obvious.
Electrically, the equalisation consists of
changing the resistive element of the feedback
loop between the collector of the second
stage and the emitter of the first on play,
and is also made to modify the emitter bypass
capacity of the output stage. The layout lends
itself to experimentation if one is so inclined.
Unusual switches, for Sony machines, are
the muting and the oscillator on/off. Muting
simply short-circuits to chassis the signal
applied to the line output connection. Note
that this comes from the collector of the
fourth transistor ; the fifth is a meter amplifier
and the last a recording amplifier to feed the
head. The meter amplifier also provides an
8 ohm headphone output. 30 mV is available
at this point.
At the line output (phono) socket, the full
0 dB level is obtainable at an impedance of
7 K. It should be pointed out here that the
output of the DIN socket is not the same as
from the line out: a further 8.2 K is inserted
in series, reducing the output to -1.2 dB
(680 mV) and making the impedance a more
suitable match, a nominal 50 K.
A similar choice of sensitivities and
impedances occurs at the input, where the
method of connecting the line and DIN
inputs to the microphone input via an attenuating network is not the best way of providing
a true match. If care is not exercised, it can
spoil that very good noise figure. But the
method does lend itself to some adaptation

SONY TC255
BY H. W. HELLYER
—providing one avoids like the plague the
least chance of overloading. If we forget
ourselves and treat the inputs of Sony tape
recorders as if they were Radford amplifiers,
we are going to suffer distortion. Looking at
the input network, it is easier to visualise
what is happening by regarding it as two
resistors across the base-chassis line, with the
auxiliary input lapped to the junction between
the two with its individual series attenuator,
and then the DIN connector coming to the
same position as the microphone, via its own
scries a'tenuator. This gives us the following
input impedances and sensitivities :
Microphone : 600 ohms, 200 |iV.
Line : 100 K, 60 mV.
DIN : 80 K, 30 mV.
The muling switch mentioned above is not
the usual manually operated switch by the
output sockets, but a spring-set mounted
near the inner edge of the meter, actuated by
the pinch roller arm and muling when the
machine is in the fast winding mode. The
purpose is fairly obvious, because the TC 255
has no replay manual level controls, and the
chatter of rewind can be annoying. I would
prefer the choice of a manual switch, or. even
better, a pair of output potentiometers to
mute if need be. or help with output matching.
Tandberg have a better idea, I can't help
feeling.
Bias killers are nowadays fairly common,
and where there is a likelihood that machines
will be used for language teaching, etc, it is a
FIG. 2
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great help to have the channels completely
separate. The TC 255 docs have the two-key
system, so that one channel can be left on
play while the other records, but one will also
find the Sony habit of making the record level
gain control do a bit of extra work by an "olT
switch that kills bias oscillators incorporated
in the more expensive machines. Unfortunately, the TC 255 does not do this, and a
quick glance at the circuit shows that this
switch is indeed tied up with the record/play
selector system, and can limit one's use of
the machine. It is a small microswitch with a
lever action pressing its button, and can very
easily cause trouble if not correctly aligned.
Mention of alignment brings us to adjustments. First thing to note is that readings are
taken at the line output socket, using a VVM
and across a 100 K resistor to preserve adequate loading. The 0 dB reading of 775 mV
from a fully modulated tape is the first thing
to establish here. Test tapes such as the
Sony N-19-F2 can be used to make spot
checks, and head alignment can be made at
the same time for maximum output.
Setting the meter is another vexing point
about these machines: it is done while
replaying a standard test tape, the adjustment
being for the needle to sit on the boundary
between red and while zones for an 0 dB
output.
Having set the meter, one can go on to
check playback—crazy, isn't it? But Sony
are no fools, and this method of leaving the
meter loading the circuit has some real advantages to the operator. Playback adjustments
include the equalisation setting, and this is
again done to the tune of a test tape. The
series resistor networks have a variable
component, easily accessible, and the adjustment is for the correct curve. There is no
need for the table of detailed adjustments
here, but they are available if any 255 owner
needs to know them. The overall playback
level is also preset and, from the 700 Hz band
on the test tape, an 0 dB reading should be
obtained.
After this we go to record and adjust the
traps. This machine is liberally supplied with
protective traps. In each case, the adjustment
of the traps, in the record mode, is for minimum reading on the VVM. Test for crosstalk
trapping must be made, with one channel on
record while the other is on replay, and some
care should be taken over this test. Detail of
the preset and trap coil positions is only of
interest to owners, and, as before, is available
on demand.
Bias adjustment on this machine is done
by recording a signal of 1 kHz at an input
of -60 dB (780 nV) at the microphone socket
with correct loading, setting the record level
controls for an 0 dB reading, then checking
its output on playback. Then to go back over
the process, altering the setting of the 30 to
200 pF trimmers for each channel until the
output readings arc at a maximum. This
sounds tedious, but unless some clever fellow
has been twiddling, the actual resetting
process takes very little lime.
Recording curves are set by the coil in the
emitter of the head driver stage, and this is
set for 0 dB reading—or as near as you can
get it in practice, when a high frequency is
being recorded. 18 kHz in at -80 dB (78 nV
(continued on page 63]
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TAPE RECORDER SERVICE CONTINUED
and a reading across the head winding with
the valve-voltmeter, adjusting, for maximum,
should do the trick. It always seems very
difficult when doing this test to get the channels
exactly the same and time can be wasted.
Do not worry too much ; after adjusting for
maximum, the overall performance will be
found quite within tolerance unless there is
some serious fault such as head wear.
One or two things to be remembered : the
bias frequency is very high compared with
other machines in the range. More than
150 kHz can be read, so any discrepancy in
measuring methods can affect readings.
Similarly, the bias voltages read across the
heads can be misleading and require not only
a good VVM but also a good probe. Between
60 and 70 V can be measured across the
record play head, with 80 to 90 erase voltage.
Before closing, I should explain the need
for the further three figures. Fig. 2 shows
the connections of the main transistors that
give trouble. In particular, the silicon planar
transistors used by Sony, such as the 2SC401
and 402, and these 2SC63 jobs, are small
and have maker's identification marks on
them that may be a bit misleading. The clue
RECORDING STUDIO TECHNIQUES
CONTINUED
of the orchestra. The reverberation pick-up
also is rather excessive. This technique was
only partially successful when a very large
hall was used for the recording and, if it was
attempted in a small hall or studio, the distant
mike reproduced much too much hall or studio
acoustic. Again the basic coincidental mike
technique is not easily usable for orchestras
in other than a large concert hall since a
single stereo coincidental mike is often placed
at a considerable distance back from the
orchestra to give the correct perspective, but
unfortunately in such a position that it would
then pick up a considerable amount of
indirect sound, reducing the clarity which this
system can give in a large hall. Most record
companies, therefore, use a compromise
between the coincidental and spaced techniques
by using a stereo mike fairly close to the
orchestra and mono mikes at the sides and
front of the orchestra, and additional mikes
spotlighting various sections such as basses,
woodwinds, percussion and brass.
A further reason for the adoption of extra
mikes is to obtain a better compatibility with
mono reproduction so that a stereo tape or
disc played back on a mono system still
sounds acceptable. There are many other
modifications to these techniques used throughout the world, and probably the most interesting of these is the German system in which a
large number of stereo mikes are in use set to
different directivity patterns, and the outputs
from all these are mixed in a complicated
control desk in which their outputs can be
electronically positioned so that the ear
imagines every sound coming between any
two points from extreme left to extreme right.
The simplest example might be a stereo mike
on the entire orchestra and an additional
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to configuration is always the cutaway on
the casing, as shown, and the base is never in
the expected central position with these
transistors. There are, in fact, one or two
simple meter tests one can apply to any
transistor to identify it and I shall run through
these next time.
Finally, the two drawings which underline
some of the remarks made in previous articles
about the Sony method of throwing an idler

into contact with the take-up spool or the
fast-driven drum. It can be seen that there are
two main adjustments, the first for height of
the idler and the second for its position
relative to the motor pulley and turntable.
It is the motor pulley that is adjusted for the
matter of fine movement, not the idler bracket.
Wrong adjustment causes an angled throw
and eventually noisy drive—not always the
easiest fault to cure on these machines.

stereo mike facing the back of the studio apply frequency correction to both sum and
with soloists singing towards the orchestra, difference channels, and with this correction
the soloists' mike outputs being arranged so it is possible to increase or decrease the
that the voices appear to come from half left stereo information artificially to any band of
to half right. The German recording com- frequencies. Most companies prefer to reduce
panies often use a system known as the 'M the difference channel information at low
and S system' in which the directivity patterns frequencies thus reducing the vertical amplitude
of the stereo mike are chosen in such a way of the stereo disc cutting equipment. Such a
as to necessitate the outputs from the mike technique has been said to improve the
being electronically sum and differenced to tracking of records produced from tapes
made in this way, although I personally am
give the left and right outputs.
A brief explanation of this sum and differ- not convinced of the necessity of doing this
ence may be useful, and the simplest example unless there is an undue amount of out of
is the combination of a bidirectional character- phase components in the bass frequencies
istic and an omnidirectional one. If a stereo resulting from a poor balance.
Another important consideration for the
mike is placed in front of the orchestra with
one capsule side on to the centre (i.e. with engineers to bear in mind is that the producer
its axes pointing to the left and right studio in charge of the recording session may well
walls each side of the orchestra, and the not want the listener to hear the programme
omnidirectional capsule immediately above) it as it sounds in the studio or hall, but may on
will be seen that the sum and difference of this the other hand want to produce an effect
pair of capsules, when the gain from them is when the recording is heard. Frequently
carefully adjusted, will give two back to back friends have remarked that a gramophone
cardioids. With each cardioid facing the side record, or recording of a broadcast, sounds
wall of the studio, the output after sum and clearer id texture than the music did at its
differencing will therefore be stereo and performance. With many of today's comessentially identical to a mike having back- plicated orchestral scorings, a lot of detail
to-back cardioids. The advantage of the can be lost in the concert hall, which comes
M and S system, therefore, is that by reducing out more clearly on a record. It is not the
the difference channel, i.e. the output from producer's job to say to the composer that
the bidirectional mike, the total stereo width his writing is at fault, it is his job to take the
of the reproduced sound will become less, music as it stands and cause it to give the
and with no difference channel at all of course, greatest satisfaction to the maximum number
sound will come from the centre. By altering of listeners to the record.
There are many examples of recordings
the directivity pattern of the omni-directional
capsule towards that of a cardioid capsule it which, on my own equipment, seem to have
should be noted that after sum and differencing a huge hole in the centre, or sometimes are
the effective characteristic will be that of two artificially boosted in the centre with the
hypercardioids with their main axes pointing output of a third microphone channel, which
towards the left and right sides of the orchestra, sound well on small stercograms in which the
whilst at the same time reducing the rever- two loudspeakers may only be a metre apart.
beration pick up, i.e. indirect sound pick up The exaggerated stereo of these records on
(continued on page 68)
from the hall or studio. It is also possible to
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Solid-state,
.
, nnn
Model MR 939
nfl

"In summarising our conclusions we can say
that the Sanyo MR-939 is the most complete
and compact stereophonic record playback
unit we have come across with a performance
well within its manufacturer's specification"
Tape Recording Magazine July 1968
Solid state circuitry delivering 7-watts maximum music power per channel. 4-track
stereo/monaural operation. 3 speeds selected
by single lever. Recording levels controlled by
2 illuminated VU meters. Sound-on-sound,
sound-with-sound facilities. Jacks for line
out. speaker, stereo headphone outputs,
microphoneand auxiliary inputs. DIN (Record/
Playback Connector). Automatic shut-off
device. Vertical or horizontal operation.
SPECIFICATIONS
Recording system AC bias 4 track
Erasing system AC erase 4 track
Tape speeds
7^-ips(19cm/sec)
3Jips (9.5 cm/sec)
Ifips (4.8 cm/sec)
Wow & Flutter
7iips:0.15%R.M.S.

4-track, 3-speed
stereo tape recorder

3J ips: 0.20% R.M.S.
11 ips: 0.30% R.M.S.
Recording time
64 min at 7^ ips (Stereo 1200 ft. tape)
128 min at 3 J ips (Stereo 1200 ft. tape)
256 min at 15 ips (Stereo 1200ft. tape)
Level indication VU meter x 2
Output power
Music power 7Wx 2
Undistorted4Wx2
Frequency response
7^ ips 20-20.000c/s (30-15Kc±3db)
Sfips 30-13,000 c/s
1|ips 30-8.000 c/s
Signal-to-noise ratio 45 db
Crosstalk
50 db (channel-channel)
65 db (track-track)
Output impedance
Line out: 2 Kohm
Speaker out: 8 ohm
Headphone: 10 Kohm
Input impedance
Microphone: 50 Kohm
Aux: 100 Kohm
Record/play DIN connector
Input: 10 Kohm
Output:2 Kohm
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Microphones
Two dynamic microphones
Speakers
Two 4" free edge permanent dynamic
speakers
Voice coil impedance 8 ohm
Power source
AC 100V. 117V, 125 V. 220V. 240V
50-60 c/s
Dimensions
Main unit:
18^x6"x13|"
(470 x150 x350 mm)
Speaker boxes:9"x 5" x 13|"
(230x130x350mm)
Weight 36.3 lbs (16.5 kg)
The MR-939 is available from the Sanyo
dealer in your area, specially selected for
first-class before-and-after-sales service. Or
you can write for an illustrated leaflet to;
Sanyo Marubeni (U.K.) Ltd.,
Bushev Mill Lane, Watford, Herts.
Telephone: Watford 25355.
^ SANYO
People ihe woild over agree there's something about a Sanyo

example of piano levilalion. It seems that if
you place a piano between two speakers relaying
a mono piano recording, the effect is of a
piano floating in space. The article also suggests
that stereo very often seems to give little service
to piano music and advocates the use of this
technique only in cases where two pianos are
used. This I can understand, for, to me, stereo
is very much a sales gimmick and I really
cannot see myself concentrating like mad on a
stereo recording which could be heard very
much better in mono—without having to
concentrate and take bets with myself where
the next instrument is coming from. [You
don't know what you're talking about—Ed.)

by Peter Bastin
I HAVE always had a Thing about half-a-story
reporting in the daily Press. For example,
not so long ago, my paper devoted half the
front page to reporting the hi-Jacking of an
aeroplane from an American airfield. The
report was padded out with irrelevant facts
about what everyone had had for dinner, what
they wore and how old they were. There was a
detailed description of how the plane had been
pinched etc., but not a word about where it was
or what was happening to it. This sort of thing
is common in the popular press and now. it
seems, columnist David Lewin of the Daily
Mail has succumbed. In the November 5 copy,
he describes how British tourists in Spain this
summer and next winter will be the first to see
films projected via cassettes on a television set.
His article is rich in description of the films to
be canned, why Spain has been chosen for this
experiment and so on. He also says, somewhat
out of context, that the estimated price for buying an hour's cassette showing at home would
be between £14 and £20. Unfortunately, he
does not say /tow these mythical cassettes are
going to be played through a television set—
Spanish or otherwise, and the average reader
would almost certainly forget all about the idea
and go and have a bath. The idea of being able
to buy a videotaped film or copy of a BBC
series for replay through your own television
set is very remarkable but, of course, not very
new and readers of the technical press will have
read all about the equipment necessary to do
this. It is, however, debitable whether the
electrician, the stockbroker or the housewife
who reads the Daily Mail will have had access
to this information and it seems to me that
David Lewin would have been doing both the
trade and the public a service if he had spent a
few of the 500 words in his article on a very
brief mention of the type of equipment involved
in operating this miracle, and its probable cost.
But perhaps he doesn't know. The Radio Times
on the other hand, in their issue of November 6,
explained the situation a little better. They
described the 'device' as a home video machine
which will be 'an attachment added to your
television receiver' costing at least £100.
[see page 53—Ed.)

the association of Public Address Engineers
have introduced a 45 RPM test record for
equipment-testing. The first side consists of
mile and female speech with 30-seconds offmike speech to illustrate the importance of
correct microphone technique. The reverse
side of the record comprises intelligibility
phrases for phonetic balance, a 1 kHz tone,
warble tone and other choice noises. The record
is available for 'bonafide professional use' and
can be obtained for 15s from APAE, Sales
Office, 394 Northolt Road, South Harrow,
Middlesex.
practical electronics for June 1969 contains
an article by R. Spathaky BA., called 'An
International Technical Language'. Esperanto
has been struggling for decades with no
apparent results, so I think it very debatable
that Mr. Spathaky's technical athletics will get
anywhere. English, we are told, is the hot
favourite for the science world-language, with
sturdy competitors in the shape of Russian
and Chinese. Chinese? An example of the sort
of thing envisaged by the inventor (?), Dr.
Eugen Wuster of Austria: 'quando le commutator es clause le diodo a neon operara al
momanto quando le voltage instanlanee del
conductor a currente alternante atlingers le
voltage liminal del diodo empleale'. One
might imagine this to be a sign in a Rome tram
meaning 'Do not spit on the conductor's
shoe because the driver has been struck by
lightning'.
electronics (croydon) Ltd. advertise 'repairable radios'. What a good idea.
audio record review for November contains
an interesting article called 'What is good
Recorded Sound?" It deals with the recording
of pianos of various vintages, sizes and persuasions. The emphasis is, however, more cn
pianos than good recorded sound. It is nevertheless an article worth reading and quotes an
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looking back at countless editions of this
noble journal, I am struck by the enormous
value offered in the shape of technical articles.
The conscientious dedication which goes into
articles by such contributors as H. W. Hellyer,
Alec Tutchings, K. R. Wicks and others, plus
the excellent circuit diagrams and drawings,
makes me wonder how much one would pay for
this sort of information if these writers set
themselves up in the sort of consultancy operated by the medical, legal and architectural professions. For example, you can learn all about
the workings and the construction of a lineup unit from John Fisher, gel a complete rundown on new equipment from Alec Tulchings,
and a whole lot of invaluable information about
servicing your machine from H. W. Hellyer.
I'm not plugging the magazine: it just occurs to
me that for the modest sum of 2s 6d a month
we are operating the biggest brain-picking
swindle going. [All is forgiven—Ed.)
harking back to my bete noir, metrication, I
see that J. T. Harold of Oxford, writing in
Wireless World, has even more to say on the
subject than I have. One interesting point he
makes is that he understands that certain
organisations on the Continent have reverted to
Fahrenheit measurement of temperatures for
cold storage plants, as this is a more sensible
calibration. I wonder just how much value is
placed on this metrication business by the
government—or is it just another of these
repulsive moves'! For years now, we have been
subjected to violent changes and moves 'for the
better'. Railway lines have been closed,
coinage has been changed and redesigned,
colour-coding for wiring has lost its logic,
Americanised-trading is replacing well-tried
British methods, and so on. I have the distinct
conviction that somewhere in Whitehall there
is a room full of dropouts whose job it is to
invent new nuisances, fashionable words and
gross inconvenience. I'm sure of it.
magazines that make occasional typographical errors (which, believe it or not, includes
even us) should not make fun of studio
engineers who can't spell. Anybody recognise
it?
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Keith Wicks describes the Dolby Noise Reduction System-PART ONE

THE major limiting factor in high quality
sound recording or transmission systems
has been the noise level, especially in the case
of tape recording. On orchestral music, if the
recording level were set so as to prevent
excessive distortion on the highest peaks, then
the quiet parts would be lost among the tape
hiss. In other words, the system cannot cover
the wide dynamic range with which it is
presented. To get over this, the engineer
controls the level of the signal to the recorder
and, with the aid of a musical score, increases
the gain for quiet passages, reducing the gain
just prior to the loud parts. In such a case, the
difference in levels of the two passages is
maintained at the junction between them, and
tends to give an illusion of a wider dynamic
range than the system really provides, but
the fact remains that for most of the time, the
quiet parts are substantially louder than in the
original live performance, and tape hiss can
still be heard. Assuming that the tape is to be
used as a master to make a disc, the original
dynamic range of the performance can be

partially restored, again by skilful gain control
manipulation on the part of the engineer.
This is possible because the LP disc has a low
noise level and can consequently handle a
wider dynamic range than standard tape, but
the extent to which the process is successful
depends among other things on the skill of the
engineer and the complexity of the music.
If another disc was cut from the master tape
at a later date, it would inevitably differ from
the original disc as it would be impossible for
even the same engineer to control the piece
in exactly the same way twice.
Clearly there is a need for a device which will
improve the signal-lo-noise ratio by automatically controlling the recording and playback levels in a standardised manner to
produce identical results every time. Such a
device does exist and is known as the Dolby
A301 Audio Noise Reduction System, the
Dolby S-N Stretcher, or simply, the Dolby.
You may think this is just another of those
'compandors', compressing the input to the
recorder, and expanding the replayed output.

Many attempts have been made to use this
idea for the suppression of noise in high
quality systems, but a number of difficulties
exist which have severely limited the usefulness
of these units, the main ones being;
1. Poor tracking between recording and
replaying units; and high sensitivity to
gain errors.
2. Excessive overshooting on transients.
3. 'Swishing' and 'breathing' noises arising
from the sudden raising and lowering of
background noises.
The A301 has overcome these difficulties and,
when in use, the immediately noticeable
effect is the reduction of tape hiss by 10 to
15 dB without any noticeable defects. In
addition the system reduces LF noise produced
by irregularities in the tape surface, hiss,
rumble, crosstalk, print-through, and modulation noise. In fact all unwanted noise
produced by the tape recording system.
Conventional compandors increase the overall signal level and compress (limit) high
levels before recording and, on reproduction,
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the loud parts are expanded to complement
the compression. The Dolby system differs
firstly in that it deals only with the low level
signals, leaving the high level signals completely
unaffected. This immediately guarantees that
if any adverse effects were to be caused by the
unit, they would occur at low levels only,
avoiding the problems of distortion and
accuracy usually associated with compandors.
The basic method is to connect the unit
between the studio desk and the recorder input.
The low level signals are boosted before
recording to produce a 'processed' or
'Dolbyised' tape with virtually no wanted
signal recorded near the hiss level. On replay,
the signal is passed through the A30I (replay
mode), and again, the high level signals are
unaffected, but the low level signals are now
attenuated to complement the boost introduced during recording. Thus the dynamic
range is restored, and all the unwanted low
level noises produced by the tape system are
reduced at the same time.
Besides operating on the low level signals

only, there is another important difference
with the Dolby system; the masking effect of
the ear is taken into account, and as Dolby
says, 'exploited fully'. A relatively quiet noise
may be masked partially or totally by another
louder noise provided that it is in the same
frequency band. For example, on a tape
containing low level hiss and hum, a single
loud LF organ note could mask the hum but
not the hiss. Such a sound processed and
deprocessed by a simple compandor would
give rise to an overall increase in gain on
reproduction for the duration of the note.
The result would be that the noise level in this
period would increase, and although the hum
would be masked, the increase in the hiss level
would be noticeable. In the Dolby System, the
signal is split into four frtquency bands, and
each one is treated separately so that a high
level signal in one band will not affect the
amount of compression or expansion in another
band.
If the low organ note were recorded and
replayed via a Dolby unit, the tape hiss

(lying in the medium and high frequency
bands) would be suppressed by the low level
expansion arrangement on playback, whilst
in the LF band the gain would be normal, but
the hum and any other noises of similar
frequency would be masked by the LF note.
Before and after the note, all noise would, of
course, be suppressed, so the overall effect is
to produce an extremely low background
noise which never varies. This is important as
changes in the background noise level are
disturbing to the listener and can draw attention
to a general noise level which might otherwise
have been tolerated. The 'swishing' and
'breathing' noises which, as previously mentioned, are associated with the sudden simultaneous raising and lowering of all the background noise components, are eliminated by
this 4-band treatment.
Before taking a more detailed look at the
system, I should mention that recently I
visited Dolby Laboratories in South West
London in order to see and hear the A30I,
(continued overleaf)

INSIDE DOLBY CONTINUED
and to take a look at the production line.
Unless you are one of those people who
consider that the more knobs to twiddle the
better, you could not help but be impressed,
as I was, by the fact that the A301 is just a
'black box'—there are no operating controls
to adjust at all. Each unit contains two
separate and independent signal processors,
so that for a single-channel recorder, it could
be permanently connected as in fig. 1, and then
forgotten (if that is possible with such a great
improvement in quality), one processor being
preset to record and the other to playback,
by means of switches on the back of the unit.
For a two-channel stereo system, two A301
units would be needed if the facility of simultaneous playback were required. Often it is
preferable, or at least acceptable, to monitor
'line in' whilst recording, and to check the tape
later. In such a case, one A301 would suffice,
using both processors in the record mode,
during recording, then switching to the other
mode for correct reproduction. 1 use the term
'correct' reproduction, as it is in fact possible
to monitor the Dolbyised tape as it stands
(without deprocessing), this having a 'larger
than life' effect, quiet sounds being much
louder than they should be. Most recording
faults can be checked in this way (and may
even show up better in this processed form)
but the advantage of immediate A-B checking
is, of course, lost. Using a single A301 with a
two-channel recorder would not only involve
the frequent mode switching of the two
processors but also moving the system between
the input and output circuits of the recorder.
These operations could be carried out manually
with the basic unit or, if desired, using the
Dolby automatic changeover unit (fig. 3)
which fits to the back of the A30I. By connecting the record switch circuitry of the tape
machine to the changeover unit, the processors
are automatically connected as required. This
would save a great deal of time and trouble,
particularly on eight and sixteen channel
recorders.
The A301 system is built on fibreglass
plug-in printed circuit modules with goldplated edge contacts. There are eight of these
boards, each with separate processors consisting of one amplifier module, two compressor modules (each containing two compressors), and a control module. The large
unit on the left-hand side of the A3UI is the
plug-in mains unit which gives a stabilised
supply of 18 V at a very low impedance.
This unit contains also the input and output
transformers, two meters on the front for
recorder alignment and, on the back, the
input and output sockets.
For alignment and servicing purposes, an
extender board is available (fig. 4) which
enables the compressors and amplifiers to be
adjusted and tested, although it should be
noted that the system is extremely stable and
does not require routine alignment; a great
point in its favour. The extender incorporates
a switch which selects various calibration and
lest functions, allowing fault finding and
calibration to be carried out quickly.
This description of the physical appearance
of the A301 would not be complete without
mention of the excellent workmanship which

has resulted in an extremely reliable unit. tape, and it has been shown that perfectly
More about this when 1 deal with the Dolby acceptable results can be obtained in this way.
production line.
Nevertheless, procedures along these lines
Now we know what the unit looks like, and should be treated as experimental because
what it does in terms of decibels, it is time to errors in frequency response and signal
see what it does in practical terms. When the dynamics may creep in.
As far as the recording industry is concerned,
system was demonstrated to me, I heard
music which had been recorded with and the main improvements offered by the Dolby
without the A301 unit. The tape was replayed system are:
on a Sluder C37 feeding a pair of Leak speakers. 1. Recording is virtually noise free, and
For the Dolbyised parts of the tape, a processor
copying adds a negligible amount of
was switched into circuit and, by alternating
extra hiss (theoretically a 0.4 dB increase)
between normal and processed recordings, 2. Precious master tapes can be made using
the effect of the unit was demonstrated.
the system to eliminate the possibility of
Knowing in advance that the set-up was to
degradation by print-through.
demonstrate noise reduction, I naturally
The record buyer's bonus is the extremely
tended to listen to the noise rather than the quiet background noise and wide dynamic
music. The hiss was easily heard at first. Then range available on the Dolbyised discs (which
the A301 was switched into circuit for the are being made in ever increasing numbers).
processed part of the tape. The immediate Why, you might ask, isn't the processed signal
impression was not that something had been put onto the disc so that noises introduced by
switched on, but rather that a noise generator the disc and turntable can be reduced as well?
had been switched off. It was simply not The answer is that the A30I is not within the
possible to hear the tape hiss using the A3U1 price range of the average record buyer so
system and listening at a fairly high level. deprocessing Dolbyised discs at home is
It is very easy to get used to the hiss level really out of the question. (The price for the
experienced with standard recordings, and to standard A30I unit incorporating two prothe rather restricted dynamic range that this cessors is £560, although a single processor is
implies, and so the extended range obtainable available at £340.) Significant price reduction
with the Dqloy system comes as something of a seems unlikely considering the cost of labour
surprise when listening to a recording made in and the number of man hours spent in inspectthis way. By this I mean that, when playing ing and testing the units.
normal tapes, the listener is conditioned to
For domestic tape recording, KLH hold
such an extent that he can adjust the gain exclusive rights in the USA to incorporate
setting whilst listening to tape hiss alone at the a simplified single-band Dolby System in
start of a tape, and he can be fairly certain their Model 41 recorders, so that 9.5 cm/s
that the loudest parts of the tape will be replayed can be used without the usual high background
at a reasonably acceptable level. At a gain noise. Whether or not this is a fair trade for
setting low enough to render the hiss ol a the usual problems of single band compansion
normal tape inaudible, tne loudest parts are I would not like to say without hearing the
reproduced at only a moderate level. This is system, but I do have doubts.
where the Dolby system produces me surprises,
It may well be that machines incorporating
because hiss is inaudible at normal listening this simple system will appear on the British
levels, and when suddenly the full orcnestra market some time in the future, but whether
plays loudly after a soft passage, the volume is the main use will be for improving high
very much higher than anticipated. The quality recording, or to make extreme slow
extended dynamic range and overall improve- speeds tolerable for low quality systems is
ment has to be heard to be fully appreciated and anyone's guess.
has brought many favourable comments from
Next month, a more detailed study of the
the record-buyer press: "... a big stride principles of the A301, and a look at the
forward in technical quality . . . ' (Jonn Dolby production line.
Borwicx, The Gramophone) ' . . . astomsmng
for.e explosions ..." (Edward Tatnall Can by, RECORDING STUDIO TECHNIQUES
Audio)'... adds a new dimension to recorded CONTINUED
music ..." (Bert Whyte, Audio/an).
Users of the Dolby System include Decca, capsules is ideal, in practice, especially when
CBS, IBC, Pye, and numerous other recording preferable to coincidental mike stereo, but I
studios, broadcasting orgamsa.ions, and film personally feel that these companies are wrong
companies. The production ol an LP disc can to degrade their recordings so that they sound
involve several generations of tape copying belter when reproduced on small instruments.
To sum up then, the most important matter
before arriving at the master, and hiss is
added at each stage. Dolbyised recordings is what the listener himself hears, and what
can be copied and edited in tne processed the recording engineer wants him to hear.
state, finally being deprocessed when fed to me How this stereo sound is achieved is entirely a
disc-cutter, to obtain a standard record with matter for the engineer and producer, and
very low background noise. It should be engineers would not keep their jobs unless
mentioned at this stage that, to end up with a they continually kept up a high standard in
theoretically correct disc, the signal should not the opinion of their Company. There is
be operated on by the normal studio facilities probably no more contested point in the
such as reverberation devices and response recording industry than that of the stereo
selection amplifiers whilst in the processed mike technique used for recording, and in
condition. Ideally these opera.ions should showing my own preference for the coinbe carried out prior to the processing, or after cidenial mike technique, 1 am not prepared
it by replaying the tape through the A30I, and to decry all others, but only in general say
then re-record.ng the altered signal. In practice thai 1 still prefer one stereo mike if conditions
it may be convenient to doctor the processed allow.
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D.K. /!/ the present time, all the London pop
studios appear to be going over furiously to
8, 16 and even 24-channel mult it rack recorders.
When did this revolution begin!
J.A. Very recently. People got the idea that
they needed more and more tracks, they wanted
better quality, more flexibility. Everyone who
counts has been on S-track for about two years
and in the past year they have decided they
need 16.
D.K. Has the change been for technical reasons
or to keep up with the studio down the road ?
J.A. You should bear in mind that a lot of
studios cater for specialised markets and do not
necessarily compete with each other. One
studio will be geared to the bubblegum young
teenager type, another may be interested in
modern jazz, progressive pop, and so on. There
is an increasing trend for artists and producers
to frequent studios specialising in their particular kind of music rather than look down the
London Classifled and go to the first on the list.
D.K. I gather there's a certain amount of hard
feeling against producers ringing around to find
who has the largest number of channels.
J.A. This is true. In my view it is quite
unnecessary. There are some types of music
where you just don't need more than about four
channels, two stereo pairs. For other types of
music, you must have 16 tracks or more. I can
see 32-track coming within 18 months.
D.K. What kind of programme would need that?
J.A. The sort of big-band progressive pop
material where you have a big brass section,
you want to do double-tracking, phasing,
repeat, variable-speed effects, and you want to
ping-pong, which is track jumping a mix from
the sync channel on one track, plus an incoming
signal, recording on another track and building
up your master in layers. I have a couple of
contacts in the USA who are already very
interested in 32-channel and it may come over
here. What can't continue is the trend to pack
more tracks on a given width of tape because
with 24-track you are down to 1 mm track
widths, signal-lo-noise and crosstalk are not
very good. You have to stop somewhere.
D.K. What was wrong with the old idea of
multi-miking through a mixer straight to 2-lrack?
J.A. A lot of time has to be taken on a session
to fix it up. Few artists are versatile enough to
work with this system and the idea of multi
track is that you get down as many tracks as
you can, get the musicians (the session boys in
particular) out of the studio, and then the main
task starts—the reduction.
D.K. Is the cost of multilrack recorders really
compensated for by the saving in performers'
time?
J.A. I agree the equipment is expensive—not
the recorder but the mixing desks. You can pay
£25 000 to £30 000 for a desk quite easily
nowadays. You can spend up to about £15 000
on a 16-lrack recorder but the most important
thing about a studio installation in my opinion
is that it must be flexible and reasonably free
from operator-error. Mullitrack will come
increasingly into the large studios and a lot of
today's small studios who are thinking of going
mullitrack I'm afraid are going to catch cold.
They just haven't the money. Within two years
I think we will sec a major twelve-or-so studios
with full mullitrack facilities, plus some twenty
around the country with two and possibly four
(continued overleaf)

lubrication wears off and you start to gel
sticking.
D.K. Say no more I
J.A. It may eventually be on the Philips system.
tracks, very limited equipment, very small, Whatever happens, there will always be a
handling local group demo's to send off to the market for the stereo disc. People buy these in
major companies. The small people certainly thousands, people who will not appreciate the
won't be doing any mastering and they are four-channel stereo system.
going to have a hard time. The studios who D.K. A lot of people didn't appreciate twowill really be up against the wall are today's channel stereo when it first came out but today
middle men, those who are 4-lrack and 8-lrack, you can buy stereo pop singles.
who can't afford to go 16, who are not getting J.A. The average member of the public thinks
the right bookings. I can see a time when we next door and over the road and all ray best
shall have major studios, small studios, and friends have got stereo so I must have stereo.
They rush out with their cheque books and HP
nothing in the middle.
agreements to the local dealer and buy a stereo
D.K. And are you selling on this basis 7
radiogram; the speakers are four feet apart and
J.A. And we are selling on this basis.
D.K. Has the move to mullilrack been confined don't give a stereo effect. The result sounds
awful.
to pop studios?
J.A. Yes. The orchestral boys are getting D.K. You're a few years behind the times in this
interested but I can't see big orchestras respect {we don't have to record that) because the
recording 16-track. There again, four years ago people with their stereograms are now going in
orchestral people were saying they wouldn't go for 'hi-fi'. This is why Hi-Fi News is so fat at
4-track or 8-track, but they are. The most the moment.
important thing happening in recording music, J.A. True, and you can record this. Many
any type of music, is the four-channel playback people with radiograms are saying this isn't
system being pioneered by Vanguard in the good enough, rushing out to their friendly hi-fi
USA. I think this is going to be very big indeed. dealer and fixing up a package deal. This is a
Like colour television, it's not going to catch very good trend and eventually these people
will go over to four-channel stereo, in the same
on immediately, but it will come.
D.K. Will British recording companies have the way as colour TV and, in its early days, twogumption to follow this up or, like stereo tapes, channel stereo.
will they leave the market mainly to American D.K. You have referred in the past to a possible
move from mullilrack recording on wide tape to
firms?
J.A. There are not many British recording coded multichannel, pulse code modulation.
J.A. There is a limit to the expansion of multicompanies.
D.K. No, I never know what's American these track techniques, set by the cost of 50, 75 and
days. I thought STC were British until the other 100 mm tape. Running costs will go up so
fantastically when you start talking about 100
day.
J.A. British companies are aware of the Van- and 125 mm, and the machines will rise in at
guard developments. I am quite sure that EMI least equal proportion, that we shall have to
and Decca are making plans though when they adopt a completely new audio recording
are likely to come about I don't know. I would technique.
hope that, when it does, it will be on Fidelipack D.K. But you would still require at least the
same area of tape for a given number of channels,
cartridges.
D.K. This is the endless loop; do they not wow? whatever the tape width.
J.A. That depends on the transport. Provided J.A. Yes but 6.25 mm tape is an easier medium
you nurse the cartridge you can get extremely to use, easier to store, there are no delivery
problems.
good results.
D.K. And editing?
D.K. For how long?
J.A. Good point. It's lubricated tape. The J.A. This presents problems but people will get
JOHN ALCOCK INTERVIEW CONTINUED
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over them. They are now worrying about editing wide tape, which is really not editing at all;
it is just splicing in leaders. The real editing is
done by over-recording. The only thing that
worries me about digital recording is that there
are so many standards, every manufacturer's
system has its own peculiarities, that somebody
somewhere has got to form a committee or
association and decide what is going to be the
standard for digital recording in sound studios.
The APRS hasn't the authority. We need a
committee composed of influential recording
engineers, manufacturers, and perhaps musicians. I had my own ideas of trying to start this
but unfortunately, because of the vast amount
of paperwork and organisation involved, it is
just not possible. It has to be done as a joint
venture and it's got to be done soon because
there is already a lot of disagreement about
recording techniques, modulation level, and
equalisation standards. There is an increasing
tendency to follow NAB standards.
D.K. Presumably because most of the studio
recorders used today are American? Mullilrack
models at least.
J.A. Yes, you can get American recorders
with IEC or COIR characteristics but people
are going over to NAB simply because they
have got to decide on something. It's not the
right way of running things. Someone ought to
have decided long ago which is the best standard
to use, which offers the most advantages.
D.K. Is Unit rack doing any development of
PCM systems?
J.A. Yes, we are working very hard! We had
to get out our first range of machines. Once
those are out and have proved to be successful,
then we will concentrate research and development on alternative methods of recording.
D.K. The new Unit rack machines: when did
you commence production?
J.A. Early October. We will be producing our
first batches of equipment around March. The
recorder has been designed initially for the
British market. If we want to export the equipment, then possibly there will be changes.
D.K. You are using an oscillator-controlled
capstan drive system which presumably overcomes 60 Hz mains problems?
J.A. Yes, though that is not such a problem
nowadays because one can buy synchronous
motors for various line frequencies. The
reasons we have gone to a servo drive system
are stability and flexibility. We are governing
our servo drive system by a crystal clock, which
is the most accurate readily obtainable device
known.
D.K. Not the cheapest.
J.A. No, but when we say the capstan is
running at 38 cm/s it is, plus or minus virtually
nothing. In fact we deliberately leave off a
strobe because we would otherwise get endless
telephone calls saying the machine is running
fast or slow when in fact the lighting frequency
is going up and down. From the flexibility
point of view, it is very easy to break into the
capstan supply with a high-stability oscillator
and give variable speed. If somebody wants to
use one of, say, 16 tracks as a sync track, this is
no problem at all.
D.K. Might this allow you to lie two 16-lrack
machines together?
J.A. If anybody wants this, I hope their studio
manager will phone me up and ask for a 32track.
D.K. How does the recording industry of this

country compare, in your view, with those of
Europe and America? Whenever I have been
abroad, I have found that English records seem
to predominate.
J.A. My own opinion is that British studios are
the best, full stop. They are creative, the
balance engineers, they have an ear for the end
product, they are original but they are to some
extent hampered by the economic condition of
the country. They could be very much bigger
and better if the rein on small companies and
on entertainments was less tight. You can
walk into the average American studio and it is
packed with equipment, far more than in a
British studio, but American engineers seem
less creative—they follow a trend rather more
than our people. The best European studios are
in Germany. They are very interested technically in what they do, they strive for perfection,
the lowest possible distortion, the best frequency response, the highest signal-to-noise
ratio. They are so worried about this that they
forget the musical content. They don't like
nasty unpleasant sounds, even though these
may be very appropriate to the material that
they are recording. This is reflected in German
and Swiss equipment. Telefunken and Studer
recorders, Neumann disc-cutters, mixers and
microphones, they are made to last and
technically excellent.
If you look down a list of the British records
that appear in the Hit Parade, you will find
with monotonous regularity that they all seem
to come from the same four or five studios.
These are the studios with the most original
balancing engineers. There are certain studios
that spend thousands, even hundreds of thousands, of pounds on equipment, who have very
clever engineers, but who get nowhere at all.
D.K. Are you using ferrite heads in the Unitrack
machines?
J.A. No. We want to use ferrite heads but we
can't. Philips and Mullard make certain heads
but are not interested in producing specials;
they quote ridiculously long delivery dates for
50 and 25 mm heads to audio configurations. If
you want data heads to IRIG standards you
can have them tomorrow. It's understandable,
they are very busy producing thousands of data
heads and wouldn't want to break into this in
order to make a few audio heads. It is very
awkward because the whole concept of Unitrack is to hell with the price, let's produce
really good machines. I object most strongly
to the patent situation in this country, where
one man can have a brilliant idea that would
prove useful to all sorts of companies and
industries, go into manufacture and, lacking
capital, narrow his field down to one industry,
completely ignoring everybody else. This is
very irritating because it is stunting progress.
Our whole system could go over to multitrack
ferrite heads if they were obtainable, but they're
not.
D.K. Have you made allowance for the possible
introduction of less sensitive tape? I am thinking
of Crolyn.
J.A. Yes, We have worked with some of this
and, if it becomes commercially available, are
geared to go over to it.
D.K. In the Unitrack specification, the bias
frequency is stated as being 180 kHz while the
erase current Is at 60 kHz. Why the difference?
J.A. To get good erasure without overheating
the erase head (and causing total erasure by
melting the tape!), you have to keep the

frequency down. We are using comparatively
narrow-gap record heads for good selsync
quality and so have to use a high bias frequency
to give good penetration. Consequently we have
a 60 kHz master oscillator with a frequency
tripler. Scully do exactly the same thing and a
lot of companies are adopting it, for multitrack
at least.
D.K. Do you use the same gap dimensions for
record and play heads?
J.A. No. The replay head is 25 (im and the
record head 75 |im. We would like to get the
record gap down further but you run into all
sorts of problems, bias and that sort of thing.
D.K. ' You seem very concerned about the
quality of the selsync. Surely it isn't very
important.
J.A. It is vital. There is a trend in the USA for
the replay head to become redundant. You
may be horrified by this and so also is Robin
Bransbury, our electronics designer. Every time
I mention this to him he throws up his hands.
Until two or three years ago, people used the
sync signal purely as a cueing or monitoring
device; something for the vocalist or instrumentalist to sing or play to. It is now being
used as a processible signal. You replay a
vocal off Track 1, mixing with another vocal,
adding different equalisation, and recording
the combination on, say Track 3 or 4. The
quality of that has got to be good. We have
now reached the point where there is virtually
no audible difference between the replay
signal and the sync signal.
D.K. Do you find any tendency for the erase
field to spread between segments of a 16-lrack
head?
J.A. Yes but we have found a way of getting
round it which may be the subject of a patent.
D.K. Are you grooving between the segments?
J.A. No, it's purely the structure of the screen,
and its composition. The low erase frequency
helps since we need less power. We can get
away with erasure which is 2 dB above
threshold, in other words 2 dB above the noise
level of a bulk-erased virgin tape. This, I
maintain, is the difference between professional
and semi-professional equipment. Semi-professional equipment works, it's adequate. With
professional equipment it is not so much the
final performance as the way in which it is
achieved. If you record a tape in January and
rerecord the same session in September for some
reason, you expect the same results.
D.K. Another big difference between professional and non-professional equipment is the
accessibility of line-up presets. How often is
selling up done? Every morning?
J.A. Depends on the studio. Some will
religiously line up their machines almost every
day, others once a week, other not at all. We
have to design machines for idiots because
there are a lot of young inexperienced tape-ops
who hope to become balance engineers and
studio managers in later life but, because of
their outlook on life, are irresponsible and
don't particularly care whether a recorder is
worth£10or£10 000. They are ham-fisted. We
have to make our machines to cater for an
uneducated gorilla. Consequently you have to
make the equipment very easy to line up, and
supply monosyllabic instructions. Few studios
shift the bias much as they stick to a preferred
tape. They tweak to -2 dB over peak and
check occasionally to make sure it hasn't
drifted.
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D.K. Do you chrome the capstan to prevent
wear?
J.A. No, It is a hardened steel shaft. It may
sound boastful but our transport, like a lot of
others, is so designed that you don't get capstan
wear to any appreciable extent. You get wear
on the pinch wheel, which is much easier to
replace. The capstan is centreless ground, not
turned as on some cheaper machines. It
doesn't bend, it snaps off if anything ghastly
happens. How are you going to know that a
chromed capstan has an equal coating of
chrome all round it?
D.K. You machine it after coaling.
J.A. Yes I know, but you get into awful
complications. We are talking about a 25 ixm
tolerance on a 75 mm length of capstan shaft.
Chrome is hard, it needs special grinding
material. If you start off with a very accurate
hardened shaft on a recorder which is designed
to be kind to its components, remember the
capstan diameter is 12.5 mm, you won't get this
sort of problem.
D.K. A number of people, and by a number of
people / mean Terence Long, claim that they
can hear something, which they can't measure,
that betrays the presence of a servo system on
certain recorders.
J.A. There are servo systems and servo
systems. The Nagra uses a phonic wheel, so
does the Revox. Now if you use something
which is in effect a gear, you necessarily have
relatively few on/off signals per revolution so
you could get a form of modulation coming
back on to the capstan. This is a mechanical
thing and I agree that you might hear it. It is
flutter, nothing else. The way we are doing it,
without any exaggeration five or six times more
expensive, is to use a glass disc with perhaps
700, 1 000 or 1 500 lines marked on it, plus a
lamp and a photocell. Because the graduations
are so much greater in number than on a phonic
wheel, any consequent flutter should be lost in
the drive momentum. It may be there but who
has equipment to measure it? We are talking
about several thousand pulses per second. The
servo system and the printed circuit motor (we
are the first audio manufacturer to adopt it)
give, to all intents and purposes, a constant
speed drive. What is imperative is that no
combination of button pressing must damage
the tape. A multitrack master can be worth the
price of a recorder hundreds of times over.
D.K. Do you have any commercial liability for
this sort of thing?
J.A. No. In law we are not responsible for
anything after the machine has been delivered.
We will provide maintainence and honour our
guarantee but, if the machine breaks down at
the start of a three-week Beatles session, we are
not responsible for the loss of booking time.
What we hope to do, though is ensure ourselves
against this loss, build it into the selling price,
and say to the studios that anything up to say
£2 500 we will stand, I think this will be unique.
It shows good faith, even if nobody holds us to
it. I hope we'll get a healthy no-claims bonus.
D.K. Why 'Unitrack'?
J.A. We first of all picked 'Multitrack', which
as a name is self-explanatory. Unfortunately a
hi-fi dealer down in Southampton had just
pipped us to the post and we were deprived of
the trademark. Unitrack may be very appropriate in perhaps two years time when we are
talking about digital recording.
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Part five by R. M. Youngson
A SELECTION of simple resonant and
other filters which can be used as a
basis for experimental work is given in figs.
49 to 61. Since empirical trials are essential
it is an advantage to construct a multi-terminal
junction box with flying leads at input and
output, in which can be inserted various
combinations and values of capacitors, resistors and inductors. The number of permutations is very high however, and empirical
trials must always have a basis in a knowledge
of reactances, resonant frequencies, and filler
properties.
The most rigorous approach to tonal
synthesis is the additive system using sine
waves (Fourier analysis in reverse). In this
method a full harmonic scries of, ideally,
phase-related sine waves is required, and
these are combined at appropriate amplitudes.
It is necessary to use pure sine waves to avoid
the undesirable effects of beating between
the harmonic components of different pitches,
if these arc not phase-related. If the sines are
to remain in phase with each other, some form
of phase-locking arrangement is necessary
and this is difficult to arrange for a full harmonic series. An alternative is to provide
twelve sets of very high stability crystalcontrolled oscillators, each set consisting of
thirty or so oscillators, one for each harmonic. Such a system is c ipable of excellent
tonal synthesis but is very expensive and
reslric'ed to equal temperament tuning. A
more p a'.lical method is to start with a set
of twelve master oscillators tuned an octave
above the highest harmonic frequency required (i.e. covering the octave around 20 to
40 kHz) and each having its chain of squaie
wave frequency dividers taking the pitch down
to the lowest frequency required. As already
mentioned square waves provide only the
odd-numbered harmonics. Taking the lowest
pi'ch of one divider chain as the fundamcnial
it will therefore have the harmonics f, 3f,
5f, 7f, 91, I If, I3f, 15f and so on. If now, we
add, appropriately attenuated, some tone
from the second divider from the bottom of
the chain, we can fill the gaps 2f, 6f, lOf,
14f, 16f and so on. Tone from the third
bottom divider gives 4f. 12f (16f), 20f and
from the fourth 8f, 24f etc. and so on. In
this way. although not using sine waves, we
can obtain the whole required harmonic
series, exactly in phase with each other and,
moreover, we can vary the amplitude of
groups of harmonics at will. If you draw the
process graphically, adding algebiaically, and
scaling the added harmonics in inverse proportion to their number, you will find that the
graph rapidly approximates to a sawtooth
and that the more harmonics you add, the
smaller becomes the steps on the 'staircase'
until these become negligible (see fig. 62).
It is important to ensure that the divider
stages produce good, 50 : 50 mark-space
ratio, square waves with very short rise
times, but this is easily achieved with modern
transistors designed for high-speed switching.
For the purposes of practical musical
instrument design, this system has some
special advantages but one or two major
drawbacks. One important advantage is that,
since groups of harmonics are available for
separate treatment, adjustments may be

made, by suitable delaying circuits, in the extent, under the control of the player, even
order in which the harmonics sound at the within a small dynamic or pitch range. This
opening of the note (in some instruments the is especially true in the case of the bowed
attack is characterised, among other things, string instruments, as there is considerable
by the momentary sounding of some of the possible varia icn in the manner and exact
harmonics before the fundamental sounds). positicn of bowing. By altering the speed,
This characteristic can, however, be achieved pressure and angle of incidence of the bow
hair and by varying the distance between the
in other ways. (See below.)
An unfortunate disadvantage of the method bridge of the instrument and the point of
is that unless you are willing to include a bow contact, the player is able to obtain
double set of switches, one to switch on the considerable control over the harmonic
m ister oscillator and dividers and another to content of the sound produced.
Manifestily, if we are to succeed in effectively
select the appropriate pilch, each divider
chain must be operating, in toto, before any synlhesising the tone of such instruments, we
single note can be sounded. The continuously must provide the means of altering the timbre,
running arrangement can be used fairly at will, in the course of performance. The
satisfactorily, so far as keying the signal is range of control provided must not, of course,
concerned, by using transistor gales of one be so great as to pass outside the limits of
of the types shown in figs. 70 to 72 (see next what is characteristic for the instrument.
section), but you still have the disadvantage The matter is facilitated by the fact that fixed
that octave-related pilches are too precisely lone fillers readily produce a characteristic
in tune and in phase with each other. It is variation of timbre with changes in pilch
therefore desirable that, as each note is (e.g. harmonic simplificalicn at the upper end
played, the master and all its dividers, down of the frequency range) and by the ease wih
to the pilch being keyed, should be switched which loudncss and controls can be tone
on. This will preserve phase-freedem, but at compensa ed. These are the built-in safely
the cost of somewhat complicated switching. mechanisms against harmonic 'howlers'.
The phrase "purity of lone' is a sample of
By this method, however, you can incorporate
variable attack rales by varying the time- evocative semantics beloved by critics and is
constant at the master oscillator power more impressive than meaningful. The purest
switch and are spared the problems of keying of all tones is, of course, the sine wave: I
nerd not labour the fact that music of this
into a signal current.
It is a matter of common observation that degree of purity of the tone would not satisfy
(continued on page 83)
the timbre of certain ins'ruments is. to some
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N 4305
Everything the family could want in a
tape
recorder. Record your children's
rJTTTTim first words,
music lessons, etc. A lifetime's enjoyment. Superb quality,
won't
let
you
down. Four tracks, two
FAMILY TAPE
speeds. Excellent reproduction and
many features of much more expensive
recorders. Supplied complete with
RECORDER
microphone, recording playback lead,
reel of long-play tape, empty spool.
OUR PRICE

UPTO50%

*
36i
List Puce
£46.13.11
Main Fisher Agents
Immediate stocks available
Please send for details

o

BRITAIN'S ONLY
TAPE RECORDER MART
specialising in the SALE, EXCHANGE and PURCHASE
of every make of high quality Tape Recorder. Brenell,
Ferrograph, Ampex, B & O, etc., we have the lot!
Fantastic savings of up to 50 per cent off original list prices
for Personal Callers only. Our stocks change dally—call
today—well over 100 models to choose from—all guaranteed
you pay no tax on secondhand machines.
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THE ONLY PHILIPS
SOUTH LONDON
AUDIO CENTRE

FERROGRAPH MODEL 713
A mono machine of professional
quality. 3 motors. 3 heads.
Half track. Tape speeds li. 3}. 7*.
Output: 10 watts RMS.
V
OUR PRICE £153.6.3
List Price £174 13s. 6d.
MODEL 722/4 A masterpiece in
stereo equipment. 2x10 watt output.
A speaker for each channel. All-silicon
solid-state amplifiers with FET input
stages and wide input overload margins.
THE GREAT AKAI I7I0W MIGNON
Adjustable reel height control. Si"
capacity. Re-record facility on stereo
STEREO TAPE RECORDER
models for multiplay, echo effects, etc..
OUR PRICE 89^ gns!
without external connections. The
ultimate machines for the enthusiast
List price £109
and
professional. Model 722 half track.
The latest compact, high-quality stereo
Model
724 quarter track.
tape recorder. 4-track. 2x4 watt
channel amplifiers and built-in speakers.
OUR PRICE £194.3. I
Robust metal construction. Attractive
Lisl price £204 14s. 9<1.
oil-finished wood cabinet. You must see
this machine in action —one of the best
IN EXTREMELY SHORT SUPPLY.
ever REW offers !
PREFERENCE GIVEN TO R.E.W.
CUSTOMERS ! £The
aboveprices.
are prc-\/
DON'T MISS THESE VALUE
\increased
FOR MONEY OFFERS...
Come along to either of our showrooms
and you can sec and hear the equipment
Send coupon for interestof
your choice. REW are the only
free easy terms, availauthorised Philips Audio
Centre in South London. Our
able over 12 months, oneexperienced staff will help you
third deposit required.
select from a comprehensive
range of the biggest names in the sound business. Our amaring "5vpf»riaU" and
offers will delight you. Interest-free easy terms are available. If you can't call, write
or phone for details. Our rapid reply mail order system is very popular.
AUDIO
i-Rs.E^V^ VISUAL
HEADQUARTERS SHOWROOMS AND MAIL ORDER: DEPT. TRM9
266-8 UPPER TOOTING RD.. LONDON, S.W.I7. Tel.: 01-6724471/2 and 9175WEST END SHOWROOMS:
146 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON. W,C.2. REW •uoowiBuai-CO
Telephone: 01-836 336S (opposite Astoria Cinema).
Name
Address
TRM

TYPICAL BARGAINS
ALL WITH 3 MONTHS WRITTEN GUARANTEE
(Note; M—Mono, S—Stereo, BP—Battery Portable, 4—4 track, 2—2 tratk)
GRUNDIG TK40 (M;2)
Our price ONLY 3S gna.
SONY TCS00 (S/4)
Our price ONLY 57 gna.
AKAI M» (S/4)
Our price ONLY 115 gna.
SONY TC800 (BP/M/2)
Our price ONLY 49 gna.
VORTEXION WVB/4 (M/2) ...
Our price ONLY 52 gne.
TANDBERG 1241 (S/4)
Our price ONLY 69 gna.
REVOX 736 (S/4)
Our price ONLY 95 gna.
FERROGRAPH 5A/N (M/2)
Our price ONLY 55 gne.
PHILIPS EL3S34 (S/4)
Our price ONLY 59 gna.
BRENELL MKSM Seriea III (M/2)
Our price ONLY 69 gne.
TELEFUNKEN 85KL (M/2)
Our price ONLY 39 gna.
SONY TC260 (S/4)
Our price ONLY 72 gne.
AKAI 1710 (S/4)
Our price ONLY 65 gne.
SONY TC250A (S/4)
Our price ONLY 48 gna.
VORTEXION CBL/5 (S/2)
Our price ONLY 89 gna.
FERROGRAPH 422 (S/2)
Our price ONLY 59 gna.
PHILIPS EL3549 (M/2)
Our price O N LY 29 gna.
FERROGRAPH 631 (M/2)...
Our price ONLY 72 gne.
NOTE.-—THESE APE NOW EVEN BETTER VALUE AS YOU
PAY NO TAX ON SECONDHAND RECORDERS.
FERROGRAPH 622 (S/2) ...
Our price ONLY 79 gna.
AKAI MS (S/4)
Our price ONLY 79 gna.
SANYO 929 (S/4)
Our price ONLY 59 gna.
SONY TC200 (S/4)
Our price ONLY 52 gna.
TANDBERG 74 (S/4)
Our price ONLY 49 gna.
VORTEXION WVA/4 (M/2)
Our price ONLY 45 gna.
TANDBERG 62 (S/2)
Our price ONLY 75 gne.
REVOX E36 (S/2)
Our price ONLY 79 gna.
FERROGRAPH 4A/N (M/2)
Our price ONLY 49 gna.
PHILIPS EL3536 (S/4)
Our price ONLY 39 gna.
REPS RIO (M/2)
Our price ONLY 29 gna.
BRENELL MK5 Seriea III (M/2)
Our price ONLY 52 gna.
TELEFUNKEN M300 (BP/M/2)
Our price ONLY 39 gne.
WYNDSOR VANGUARD (M/4)
Our price ONLY 49 gna.
TELEFUNKEN 204E (S/4)
Our price ONLY 69 gne.
AKAI X4 (BP/S'4)
Our price ONLY 69 gna.
PHILIPS EL330I (BP/M/2)...
Our price ONLY 16 gna.
Our price ONLY 45 gna.
SANYO 151 (BP/S/4)
PERSONAL CALLERS ONLY
NEW TAPE RECORDERS
We also stock every make and model of New Tape Recorder
plus a complete range of accessories.
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READERS who built one, or a stereo pair,
of the capacitor microphones described
in last month's issue will scarcely have waited
until now to test them, and will have worked
out some sort of fixing device, however
temporary, for themselves. The prototypes
spent several weeks in test-tube clamps on a
retort stand, a device frequently pressed into
service for all kinds of three-handed jobs, but
not really suitable for use at a public concert.
This month, therefore, we consider a possible
microphone mounting, a cable suspension, the
provision of windgags, and some subjective
effects of microphone placement. The emphasis will be on stereo recordings, using a
Blumlein pair of microphones, but the arrangements described are readily adaptable for single
units.
The disposition of a Blumlein pair is shown
in fig. 1. Two microphones are placed at an
angle to one another of about 90 to 130°, with
their capsules as nearly coincident as possible
(they are often referred to as a coincident pair)
so that the right-hand microphone receives
sound mainly from the left-hand area of the
source, and vice versa. This arrangement is
the only one for which a theoretical justification
is generally practicable. Occasionally, circumstances arise which make it impractical to use
a Blumlein pair, and a spaced technique must
be used in which different microphones each
receive sound from one area of source, their
various outputs being mixed as necessary to
give the final left and right channels. This
technique can also give an accurate spatial
picture, but it is full of pitfalls for the amateur
(and the professional, judging by some recordings) and will not be dealt with further in this
article.
We shall see later that it is desirable to allow
some choice of the angle between microphones
in a Blumlein pair, and the mounting should
provide this, preferably by a single adjustment
which automatically maintains the capsules on
the same vertical axis. In practice, too, it is
always necessary to be able to tilt and swivel
the whole assembly so that the combined axis
of the pair (see fig. 1) can be moved at will.
Other requirements include the need to keep
the mountings as small and as far from the
capsules as possible to avoid obstructing the
sound field or provoking disturbing reflections
at particular frequencies, and the ability to use
the mounting either on a floor stand or on a
cable suspension.
The mounting finally adopted is shown in
fig. 2, and the parts are detailed in fig. 3. Each
microphone sits in a ring, by which it is clamped
against the top of a tube by the tension in a
length of studding passing down the lube and
through a hole in the mounting bar, the clamping 'nut' taking the form of a small knob. Both
mountings for the stereo pair are similar,
differing only in the lengths of the tubes. In
the prototype, the tubes were bits of scrap
waveguide, but the exact size is not important,
and this item can be fabricated out of sheet,
soldered down one edge, or could quite well be
of circular section. It could also be solid (e.g.
of wood) with a hole bored through it for the
studding, and opened out at the top to take
the clamping ring boss.
Each tube is located on its bar by two small
screw heads to stop it rotating. It was a requirement that the prototype should dismantle to
pack into a small space, but, if this is not a
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Fig. 2
ing, and can be fixed inside the ring with
Araldite.
To obtain the required movements of the
common axis, an ordinary photographic balland-socket head, as used to mount cameras on
tripods, is employed. This will usually have a
hole in the bottom tapped i* Whitworth: if this
does not suit the stand to be used it can be
drilled out and re-tapped. Before buying it,
ensure that sufficient depth is available for this
operation. The upper end will have a disc to
{continued overleaf)

consideration, the tube can be permanently
fixed to the bar.
Making this mounting presents no particular
difficulty—the main point to watch is that the
tube must be cut squarely at the bottom. It is
difficult to face a rectangular tube in a lathe,
so, failing an end-mill, it will have to be filed.
The ring can be either parted off from a suitable
piece of tube, or formed out of strip. Any
finish can be used, and should preferably match
that of the microphones. The thin fibre lining
protects the microphones from possible scratchTable 1
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CAPACITOR MICROPHONE CONTINUED
support the camera, with a i' Whitworlh
screw protruding in its centre. As a rule the
disc simply unscrews off the centre thread; if
not, it will have to be turned off. If the centre
screw is not long enough to pass through both
mounting bars, leaving enough protruding to
take the clamping terminal, then the easily
made extension of fig. 4 can be added. Any
additions should be plated to match the balland-socket. It pays, by the way, to have all
plating jobs done together, since many firms
have minimum handling charges.
There are many situations where a floor
stand cannot be used, and this is frequently the
case at public concerts, when a stand would
obtrude in the line of people's view. Suspension
from an overhead cable is sometimes the
answer, and a device is needed which will allow
the microphones to be lined up directionally
before being hoisted into place. The ball-andsocket has been found less useful in this situation, and the device adopted is shown in fig. 5
and detailed in fig. 6. This is straightforward,
and uncritical in dimensions. It works as
follows: by adjusting the position at which the
long bar is clamped in the wood cross-piece,
the centre of gravity of the whole assembly is
shifted correspondingly. Since the arrangement will always hang with its centre of gravity
vertically below the suspending cable, it follows
that the elevation angle of the microphone axis
will vary accordingly. It will be found that, if
the required angle is set with the microphones

lifted just clear of the floor by holding the
suspending cable between the hands, it will
remain virtually undisturbed when the whole
thing is hoisted into place, provided the
microphone cables are supported along the
suspending cable.
The angle between microphones, and the
angle between their common axis and the
normal to the sound source, are set by the
positions in which the microphone mounting
FIG. I
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bars are locked. A screw is fitted to one of
several holes along the sliding bar, and serve
two functions. First, if, by some oversight, the
sliding bar has not been firmly locked, the
screw will prevent it from sliding out of the
cross-piece. This may sound over-fussy, but
you can't be too careful when hanging heavy
objects over people's heads. Second, the screw
can be used to attach one of the rubber straps
designed to fix bowden cables to bicycle frames
—this makes a handy fastener for the
microphone cables.
The brass 'terminals' on the cross-piece
merely allow the suspending cables to be
looped and slipped on or off without the need
to struggle with light knots. If this facility is
not wanted the cables can be threaded through
the holes In the cross-piece. The cable used is
200 lb. breaking strain nylon cord, obtainable
from many hardware stores. This is adequately
strong in most cases, but should be doubled
where there is little headroom, so that considerable tension becomes necessary to keep the
microphones high enough.
At first sight, it might seem that the falling
off of OA in fig. 9 as the source moves towards
the centre would also constitute a perspective
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shift. Reference to fig. 8 shows that the output
from the left speaker must fall as the source
moves away from it towards the centre if the
image is to remain on a line parallel with that
joining the two speakers. The cardioid
characteristic ensures that the fall in OA gives
the required compensation, and a fairly true
perspective is obtained over the central regions
if the angle M is not too far from 90°.
In general a sound image will have some
degree of angular distortion—in other words,
the angular relation between individual points
in the image will not be a linear function of the
angular relation between corresponding points
in the original source. The angular distortion
can be estimated from fig. 10 for any particular
case.

How important are all these considerations
in practice ? To start with, we should remember, in using fig. 10, that the microphones are
nearer the source than most of the listeners.
The total angle subtended by the original
source at our ears obviously depends upon
where we sit, and the 60° maximum image angle
of the conventional stereo system is merely a
compromise—at a concert we are often perfec ly
satisfied with much smaller (or larger) angles.
This factor, plus the latitude inherent in the
various approximations made, is very fortunate,
since the curves show how difficult it is,
theoretically, to attain the wider image angles.
(Separating the loudspeakers does not help,
since this soon results in the famous hole in the
middle.) Certainly, we must not become too

FIG. 6 SUSPENSION DETAIL
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obsessed with the theory—too many approximations arc involved—and who Really cares if
the angle between the oboe and the trumpet
appears to be only 10" when it should be 15""?
How, then, can microphone angle and
position be determined in practice ? First, the
distance between source and microphones
should be decided on the basis of the source
strength, the degree of reverberation wanted,
and the likelihood of interfering sources (every
concert hall these days seems to be a hotbed of
bronchial catarrh). The angle M is then
adjusted as necessary, using fig. 10 as a guide,
but regarding it as slightly pessimistic as far as
image angular spread is concerned. Since large
sources tend, naturally, to be more potent than
small ones, the angles M and S turn out to be
surprisingly constant. With these microphones
it has been found that M=S=l20o is a good
starling point, the image spread (theoretically
38° for cardioids) being nearer 50° in practice,
partly because of the hypercardioid characteristics, and partly for the subjective reasons
already mentioned. Excessive variations in M
nearly always lead to unrealistic results, some
of which are doubtless due to perspective
troubles, and the adjustment of apparent source
width by this method is useful mainly when the
microphone position is dictated by circum(continued overleaf)
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CAPACITOR MICROPHONE CONTINUED
stances, so that the desired position cannot be
used. When it is necessary to open up the
microphone angle, however, it is worth bearing
in mind that a cardioid microphone always
discriminates against sounds which are random
in direction, in favour of those at which it is
pointed. Therefore, when it is turned away
from the source, the pick-up of unwanted
reverberation and audience noise will be
increased at the expense of the wanted sound.
Capacitor microphones must be kept dry at
all times if their high insulation resistance is to
be maintained and the noise output minimised.
When not in use, they should be stored in dry
plastic bags, and a favourite storage place is a
warm airing cupboard. Should they have to be
transported through wintry conditions into a
warm hall, condensation can be a real headache. A simple trick in such a case is to slip
one microphone into each trouser side pocket as
you enter the hall (take out odd coins and bits of
fluff first, of course 1). In about five minutes,
if you are moderately healthy, they will be
nicely warmed, and can safely be brought out
to face the music.
Blowing into the microphone as a continuity
test, thoroughly reprehensible with any type, is
a crime with capacitors which carries the automatic sentence of two days confined-to-airingcupboard. If you wish to record pop-singers,
you are in real trouble (even ignoring the risk
of premature deafness). One answer is to cover
the shield with a single thickness of thin plastic,
kept in place by the windgag slipped over it.
The thermoplastic type used by some supermarkets to cover food is useful, since it can be
shrunk into place with genlle heal. The exact
frequency response cannot be vouched for, but
there is no pronounced effect, not to my
prejudiced ears at least.
It was said in the first part of this article that
the subjective results obtained from a stereo
pair of these microphones, now in use for about
a year, have been very gratifying. This is
certainly not to say that all recordings have
been good ones, indeed, there have been one or
two absolute shockers. There will always be
occasions when microphones cannot be placed
where they should be, and one then has either
to forget the whole thing, or do the best one
can and put up with the results. There are also
occasions when a Blumlein pair simply will not
do. This anomaly arises particularly when
there are soloists, especially vocalists, with large
choirs and/or orchestras. Such soloists are
often rather weak in comparison with the forces
surrounding them and, when you are present as
a listener, you unconsciously make allowances.
After all, you can actually see all those redfaced brass players about a metre behind the
soprano, and it does not seem unrealistic that
their output should be so much greater than
hers. But replay the tape at home, especially
some time later, when all the visual information
is lacking, and the soprano simply seems weak.
The solution is to provide separate microphones
for soloists, and pan-pot them into the correct
spot in the stereo image at judiciously increased
amplitude.
Similar considerations can also arise with
small groups unless you are able to arrange the
players to best advantage—the difficulty is in
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achieving a good replay balance between
instruments of differing 'penetration', from any
one microphone position. Again, there can be
a credibility gap between what one accepts in
the concert hall and finds uncomfortable when
transferred to a different environment with no
visual clues.

Naturally, many of these problems and
challenges in making a good tape recording
arise regardless of the type of microphones
used but the possession of some basically good
units does at least allow concentration on these
problems without the distractions of poor
frequency response or other defects.

TELEFUNKEN M250 REVIEW (POSTSCRIPT)
FOR REASONS we have yet to ascertain, record/play curves relating to an
Eagle TC450 found their way into last month's review of the Telefunken M2S0.
The correct fig. 3 Is printed below with our apologies.
FIG. 3 TELEFUNKEN M250 RECORD-PLAY FREQUENCY RESPONSE (LINE IN. BASF LOG 3S, LINE OUT)
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HAVE you ever looked back and asked
yourself, 'Why on earth did I do such and
such a thing at such and such a time?' Well the
other day I did just this and tried to work out
what motivated me, after being married for
only a couple of weeks, to turn a small irregularly shaped attic into a fully equipped
recording studio.
I suppose I started on the road to financial
ruin about seven years ago when, at the age of
fourteen, I saved up enough money to purchase
a Grundig TK20 recorder. From my first
attempts at recording sound effects of birds
twittering and the like, I was hooked.
My first go at 'multitracking' (to use the term
very loosely), involved recording bass guitar on
a Fidelity machine, piano on a borrowed TK20
and finally, after starting these two recorders in
sync (more by luck than judgement), recording
the combination plus live drums on to my
own machine. Believe it or not, the recorders
kept more or less together throughout the
whole two minutes rendering of Swing Low
Sweet Chariot.
The TK20 continued to give good service
over the following years, but eventually the
time came for it to go where all the good tape
recorders go, to meet its maker. Grundig
replaced various worn parts but, after receiving
a good offer for the machine from a friend, the
recorder and I reluctantly parted company.
In due course I married and on discovering
the spare room at the top of the house, decided
that, God and wife willing, I would endeavour
to turn the attic into as good a sound studio
as my pocket would permit. It seemed, at the
time, that the cards were stacked against me.
I had virtually no wood-working skill; an

almost impossible soundproofing task in that,
as the room was two floors up, it would be
difficult to stop low frequencies being carried
down through the floor; and least of all the
fact that, at that time, I had no tape recorder.
The first step was to persuade the wife into
agreeing that it was a good idea to spend a
high percentage of our savings on a good
recording machine. I had in my favour the fact
that one of my other hobbies was songwriting so this, together with reminders of an
imminent birthday, was used to crowbar the
wife into submission. (I'm not really as bad
as I sound.)
So early in 1968, we equipped ourselves
with a new Revox 736HS. I tried to explain
to the wife about the machine's high signal-tonoise ratio, low wow and flutter figures, and
cathode follower outputs, but was met with
typical wifely remarks: T like the funny little
dials that light up'.
Meanwhile, back in the attic, I had found a
friend in Paul Birlles who was more than
willing to help with the wood-work and
soundproofing, so at last I was able to make
positive moves towards my goal.
First job, was to draw a floor plan to scale
and try and work out how best to divide up
the odd shaped room to give me a control
room and an acoustically separate enclosure
in which to place the drum kit.
From an attic which measured only 4 x 5 m
at its widest points, this was some problem.
The design finally decided upon is reproduced
in fig. 1.
The next step was to look thoroughly into
the problems of sound-proofing. I found
several books written by Gilbert Briggs very
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enlightening, in particular Audio and Acoustics.
It soon became obvious that the best I could
hope for, without going to great expense, was to
kill most of the reverberation in the multisided room and try and reduce home-toneighbour leakage to a tolerable level. Luckily
I am blessed with very understanding neighbours. In fact, one of them asked for a loudspeaker feed from the studio to his house so
that, as he put it, 'the music could be enjoyed
with more clarity'. Fine man!
It was found, after experiment, that one of
the best and cheapest sound absorbers were,
of all things, fibre egg cartons. Each carton
covered about 300 x 300 mm so all I needed
was a grocer who would supply me with about
two hundred of the things. Unfortunately such
a man was not to be found, so in the end I had
to make a weekly round of several shops,
getting a dozen or so cartons from each.
Each wall was battened with pieces of
SO x 25 mm wood, the egg cartons being
stuck and pinned directly on to the wall.
Over these were hung 25 mm thick fibreglass
blankets and a membrane of polythene
stretched across the lot. To finish the job, the
above was compressed by peg-board, the
polythene preventing the fibreglass from
flaking through the holes in the Peg-board,
getting beneath one's skin and causing days of
irritation.
The floor was merely covered with old
carpeting and underfelt purchased from a
local church jumble sale.
As we were only working on the studio about
one night a week, the sound-proofing process
took the best part of nine months to complete.
During this time, a mutual friend of Paul and
myself, Ivan Huddlestone, gave great assistance.
He became so interested, that he put his own
Revox 736 at my disposal. Things were
looking up.
Like most people, I suppose, my musical
life started with five or so years of piano lessons,
after which my tutor emigrated. Nevertheless,
this knowledge of the piano gave me a good
grounding and from there I became interested
in the guitar, bass organ and drums.
After a while, I joined up with three friends
similarly interested and formed a pop group,
calling ourselves the Globetrotters. I would
point out that we are not and never were one
of the long haired thousand Watt brigade; we
concentrated on the sound rather than the
pretty clothes.
{continued overleaf)

AN ATTIC STUDIO CONTINUED
You may be wondering what this waffle
about groups and things has to do with the
building of the studio. Well, the very fact of
being in a group solved another of my equipment problems, that of microphones. Overnight, as it were I had access to no less than
seven good mikes; four Beyer M260\ one
AKG D12, one A KG D24B and a Reslo RB
ribbon.
The remaining piece of equipment needed
was a mixer. As I intended to use the studio
mainly for the production of pop music
demonstration tapes I decided to invest in a
mixer unit incorporating monitor and reverberation facilities. Eventually I purchased an
Audiomaster by Watkins of London. Really
for a piece of equipment in its price range, the
Audiomaster is amazingly flexible. It has five
channels, each one having the following controls: gain, reverberation gain, bass and treble.
The tone control circuits are of the Baxandall
design. Over all channels is a master gain
control. There are two inputs per channel,
one high impedance and the other switchable
to 60 or 200 ohms, balanced.
In addition the Audiomaster boasts comprehensive facilities for signal monitoring by
meter and/or headphones, the whole being
quite a useful item.
The various pieces of equipment were duly
assembled in the now acoustically 'dead*
studio and test recordings made. One of the
first things noticed after switching on the
equipment, was a tone of about 100 Hz being
emitted from the loudspeaker of the Revox.
The tone seemed to persist irrespective of the
inputs being used. After proving that
the tone was present on both recorders, it
became apparent that it was mains interference.
The first step taken to reduce this was to pro-

vide a separate earth connection for the studio
equipment, the latter being previously earthed
at the mains socket. This reduced the noise
somewhat, but it was finally stopped entirely
by the inclusion of an ex war-department lowpass filter unit in the incoming mains lead.
Another point noticed on the early test
recordings was the fact that the deadness of
the drum enclosure tended to make the drums
sound lifeless and flat. The booth was made
more acoustically bright by a lining of heavy
gauge aluminium foil.
When these minor details had been ironed
out, the studio was stripped of equipment and
I got down to the task of wiring up the control
room. I decided that a switching panel was
required to permit the easy connection of the
various inputs and outputs of the Revox's,
monitor ampifiers, studio loudspeakers, headphone bus, etc. The headphone bus consisted
of a feed to the drum enclosure and one to the
main jack panel, which was placed, just above
ground level, on the studio facing, front 'wall'
of the control room. The recordist's phones
were fed from a jack positioned on the switching panels, switchable independently of the
main studio headphone feed.
Also on the main jack panel were five input
jacks, wired to the mixer inputs, and two
auxiliary input sockets. These were wired to
the switch panel and were switchable to any
input on the system. Another facility afforded
by the switching panel was the ability to route
the output of, say. Track 1, Revox 1, through
the mixer and back on to Track 2 of the same
recorder. Thus enabling 'flat' signals recorded
on Track 1, to be reverberated or equalized at
will. These few nights of wiring up were
followed by weeks of my crawling up the wall
trying to work out exactly what facilities I had
given myself!
Revox 736 machines have a solenoidoperated deck mechanism, so it was an easy

job to rig up a remote control circuit, with
switches in strategic points around the studio.
This has proved a boon when 'multitracking'
on my own, alleviating the need, after starting
the recorder, to dash across the studio, knocking over microphone stands and the like,
arriving at the drum stool just as previously
recorded tracks start to play back.
My group, The Globetrotters, had been
working for some time on a song written by
rhythm guitarist Mel Gates and myself
entitled Walk a Little Closer, so this was the
number chosen for our first recording attempt.
The signal from the bass guitar was fed, via
a split lead, simultaneously to the bass amplifier and directly into the mixer. The tone
controls on the bass amp were set to give the
maximum treble boost available. This lessened
the amount of 'boomy' bass being fed into the
studio, while at the same time, giving the bass
player easy monitoring of his playing. Two
mikes were used for the drums, one placed
about IS cm in front of the bass drum and one
overall. At first I experienced a little trouble
from mikes being out of phase, but this was
overcome by revising the microphone positions relative to each other. As I had no means
of electronically compressing the input signals
to the tape recorder, I anticipated a little
trouble from overloading. However, keeping
amplifier outputs down to a sensible level,
this proved no problem.
Everybody agreed that, for a first try, the
results were excellent. Perhaps you can
imagine my feeling of intense pride when,
after nearly two years of hard work, I found
myself sitting back listening to a tape produced
by my own group in my own studio!
Since that early session my luck has held out.
I have had a series of tapes played on local
radio and, a few weeks ago, one of my song
was released by a major record company.
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FIG. I PHILIPS 4406
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PHILIPS N4408
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION (19
cm/s). Quarter-track stereo tape recorder with
detachable loudspeakers. Wow and flutter:
+ 0.15% (Din, EMT 450). Frequency response:
40 Hz - 18 kHz within 6 dB. Signal-to-noiso
ratio: 45 dB. Bias frequency: 61 kHz. Equalisation; 40, 1 590 |zS (CIM). Inputs; .02 mV at
2 K (microphone); 2 mV at 2 K (diode): 150 mV
at 1 M (PU). Outputs: 1 V at 20 K (auxiliary);
0 to 2 V at 1.5K (headphones); 5 W unspecified at
8 ohms. Dimensions: 508 x 343 x 229 mm Including lid speakers. Weight: 13 kg. Price: £110
5s. (plus £23 11s. 8d. PT). Distributor: Philips
Electrical Ltd.. Century House, Shaftesbury
Avenue, London W.C.2.
THIS is a nicely styled machine that can
be used in the horizontal or vertical
position. Piano-key controls are placed just
right of centre and are, from left to right,
pause, rewind, wind, play, stop and record.
To the left we find two VU meters scaled in
dB from -20 to +4 dB. On the extreme left
of the bottom panel is a combined tape
position counter and auto stop. The four
digit counter is driven from the supply reel
and clocks up 9 digits for every 10 revolutions
of the reel; it can be set to zero by the usual
push button. The auto stop is a completely
new feature and an absolute joy to use. The
lower set of digits can be preset by knurled
wheels to any desired reading; when the
programme indicator reaches the same reading
the tape is stopped, whether on wind, rewind
or play. This is a very efficient programme
selector and is much more accurate than
anything we have tested so far.
Wind or rewind of an 18 cm reel of LP
tape was accomplished in 2J minutes which
is quite fast for a single motor machine.
Tape speeds were accurate to within I %
when tested with a tape driven strobe wheel.
Short-term speed fluctuations were very
low at 19 cm/s, 0.04% to 0.045% RMS
cumulative wow and flutter. At 9.5 cm/s the
readings were still under 0.1% at 0.085% to
0.095% RMS. At the lowest speed of 4.75
cm/s the first signs of a capstan wow appzared
at about 4 Hz; see the flutlergram pen
recordings of fig. 1.
Fig. 2 shows the play-only responses to
line output when playing standard NAB 50
and 90 nS test tapes. The 19 cm/s response is
within 2 dB limits from 40 Hz to 10 kHz but
the 9.5 cm/s response falls by 6 dB at 10 kHz.
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This should be bome in mind when playing
prerecorded tapes at 9.5 cm/s into wide-range
external amplifiers and speakers. A slight
touch of top lift will be required at this speed.
If the tapes are played on the machine's own
speakers, the treble tone control can be left
near the mid setting.
System noise with no tape passing the heads
was 55 dB below peak recording level when
weighted to the IEC 'A' response.
The record-play responses of fig. 3 extend
well beyond the limits of the test tapes and
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101

201

show evidence of 'wavelength wobbles' at
low frequencies where the pole face length of
the head is comparable to the wavelength
recorded on the tape. High frequencies have
been carefully pre-emphasised to maintain a
level response to 20 kHz at 19 cm/s, IS kHz
at 9.5 cm/s and 8 kHz at 4.75 cm/s to meet
the manufacturers specification exactly.
Harmonic distortion tests indicate that
this extended response is obtained by slight
undefbiasing, as the third harmonic dis(cominued on page 83)

FOR A FAIR AND DEPENDABLE DEAL IN
TAPE and HI-FI
if Minimum Deposit and no Interest or Service Charges on H.P.
up to 18 months if Free Service during Guarantee period
if Fair Part Exchange Allowance on your old Recorder
if Reconditioned Recorders available to personal shoppers only
AMPEX TAPE
I HI-FI DEPT.
SPECIAL OFFER
# AMPLIFIERS
Guaranteed Brand New
Uuad, Rogers, Arena, Philips,
SCO Series
Goodman, Nikko. Sansui,
(P—Polyester: A—Acetate)
Sanyo, ARD, Leak.
Armstrong, Tripletone,
21/7" L.P. 1800 ft. (P)
Tandberg.
IS/7" Standard 1200 ft. (P)
7'Standard 1200 ft. (A)
12/• TUNERS
17/4
51'LP- 1150 ft. (P)
Quad, Rogers. Leak, Arm51'L.P. 1150 ft. (A)
15/strong,
Tripletone, Arena,
12/4
51" Standard 850 ft. (A)
Nikko, Goodman, Huldra.
17/4
SIO.P. l200ft.(P)
10/5" Standard 400 ft. (P)
• LOUDSPEAKERS
Ouad, Rogers, Kef, Wharfedale, Goodman, Tannoy,
• MICROPHONES by
Lowther, Leak, Tandberg,
AKG, Hammond, Grampian, Rcslo,
Arena, Celestion.
Acos, Film Industries, Telefunken,
Beyer. Sennheiscr, etc,
MOTORS, PICKUPS
Bib and E.M.I, splicers. Matching GARRARD S.P.25 Mk. II less
transformers, Defluxers, Bulk
cartridge, post free U.K. £12
Erasers, etc.
Goldring
Thorens
Connoisseur Tannoy
• MIXERS by
Audiotec
Shure
Uher, Eagle. Hammond 5, etc.
Neat
Empire
Acos
Sonotone
Stands, booms, fittings.
Duel
SME
Pre-recorded tapes and cassettes, etc.
BSR
Tapes in all grades and lengths by:
Pickering
B.A.S.F., Scotch. Philips, E.M.I., etc. Diamond sty//, Microlifts, Pressure
Cassettes by Philips, etc.
Gouges, Cleaning Accessories,
Headphones by AKG, Ampex, Akai,
Cabinets, etc.
Sansui, Nikko, Philips.
169-173 STREATHAM HIGH ROAD, LONDON, S.W.I6
Between St. Leonard's Church
01-769 0466: 01-769 0192
and Streatham Station
Please note this is our only address. Free parking Prentis Road, 2 mins. away
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY—EARLY CLOSING WEDNESDAY

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM
Members of the Hi Fi Dealers Association
LONDON'S FOREMOST TANDBERG STOCKISTS
Philips 4305 2 sp. 4 Tr. Mono
DECKS WITH PRE-AMPS
'Philips Professional PRO. 12
(Microphone extra)
Philips Stereo 4404 2 sp. 4 Tr.
Akai 40000, Stereo
Philips Stereo Cassette 3312 with 2 sp.
Sony 801 v 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Philips 4407 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Sony 355 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
•Philips 4408 Prof. 3 sp. 3 Tr. Stereo
Sony 255 Stereo
Pye 9104 Auto M
Tandberg 6O00X 3 sp. 2/4 Tr. Stereo
•Revox 77 Stereo Transistor
Tandberg I600D
•Sanyo 801 St. Pre-Amp.
Telefunken 201 Deluxe
Sanyo 929 4 Tr. 2 sp. Stereo
Telefunkon 203 Studio
Sanyo 939 4 Tr. 2 sp. Stereo
Philips 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
'Sanyo 990 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Sharp RD. 706 2 sp./2 Tr./Batt. Mains
•Tandberg 15 2 or 4 Tr./3 sp./Mono
COMPLETE TAPE RECORDERS
•Tandberg Series I2X 3 sp. 2/4 Tr. St.
Ampex 800 Series Stereo
Telefunken
204 T.S.
Ampex 1100 Stereo
•Telefunken M207 2 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Ampex 2100 Stereo
Telefunken
SOI
4Tr.
•Akai I7I0W Stereo
Telefunken 200 2 Tr. Mono
•Akai M.9 Stereo
Telefunken
203
StereO/Mono
•Akai 1800 Dual-purpose stereo 8 Telefunken 201 Mono4Tr. 2 sp.4Tr.
track cartridge and tape recorder
•Uher 7/4 4 Tr. Mono
•Brenell Mk. 5/M Series III Mono
Wyndsor Vanguard 3 sp. 4 Tr. Mono
•Brenell Mk. 5 Series 111 Mono
BATTERY PORTABLE & CASSETTE
•Brenell ST200 2 Tr. Stereo
Philips RR482 Cassette/AM FM Radio
•Brenell ST400 4 Tr. Stereo
Ferguson 3232 4 Tr. Stereo
Philips RR290 Cassette/AM Radio
Ferguson 3226 Mono
Akai 10 V 4 Tr./St/BM
Standard Series 11-2
Ferguson 3224 Mono
Ferguson Cassette 3240
Ferguson 3216 Mono
Grundig Cassette C.200
•Ferrograph 713
•Ferrograph 702/4
Aiwa Cassette Batt./Mains
'Ferrograph 722/4
Philips 2205 Batt./Mains Cassette
Fidelity Studio 4 Tr. Mono
Philips EL3302 Cassette
Fidelity 'Braemar' 2 or 4 Tr. Mono
Stella 9II2AT Batt./Mains Cassette
Grundig TKI40 DL 4 Tr. Mono
Pye Cassette
Sharp 505 2 Tr./2 sp./BM
Grundig TKI20 DL 2 Tr. Mono
National 4 Tr./2 sp./Batt. Mains
•Grundig TK245 DL Stereo/Mono
Telefunken 302 4 Tr. 2 sp. Mono
•Grundig TR247 DL 4 Tr. Stereo
Grundig 145 DL 4 Tr. Auto Mono
•Uher 4000L 4 Tr. 2 sp. Mono
•Uher 4200/4400 2/4 Tr. 4 sp. Stereo
•Grundig TK320 3 sp. 2/4 Tr. Stereo
•Grundig TK340 DL 4 Tr. Stereo/3 sp. POWER PACKS, by Philips, Stella,
Telefunken and Uher
Philips 4307 4 Tr. Single Speed Mono
' Microphones extra

DmCITY
228 BISHOPSGATE
LONDON E.C.2
Telephone: 01-247 2609
Opposite Liverpool Street Station
Hours of Business:
MONDAY to FRIDAY—9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Closed all day Saturday
OPEN SUNDAY
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Our manager Bob
Hookings is a keen tape
recording enthusiast.
Bang & Olufsen's are
his speciality, having
used B & O equipment
for several years his
knowledge of this wonderful range is second to
none. He is able to give
personal callers his expert advice (please avoid
telephoning) not only on
B & O but on any other
recorder suitable to your
individual requirements
and pocket.

TAPE RECORDER CENTRE
At the City Tape Recorder Centre
you can see one of the finest
selections of tape recorders on
display in London. Every leading
make and model from Akai to
Vortexion.
We are easy to get to being almost
opposite Liverpool St. Station and
remember we are the only tape
recorder specialists in Great Britain
open on Sunday!
Do your weekly rush shopping on
Saturday with your wife and visit
us on Sunday at your leisure!
if
if
if
if

GENEROUS PART EXCHANGES
FREE AFTER SALES SERVICING
UNBEATABLE SPECIAL OFFERS
EXPERT STAFF EXPERT ADVICE

THE

BANG

& OLUFSEN

NOW IN STOCK
The complete range of all
B & O Tape Recorders
and Audio Equipment including the latest B & O
2400T listed at £210.
Still available limited number
of B & O 2000 K & T at 152 gns.
and 158 gns.
Personal Callers Only

SPECIALISTS
96

When in the city — call in at the City!
82

N4403 REVIEW CONTINUED
tortion at 1 kHz, 19 cm/s 32 mM/mm, is
2.5%. It was interesting to note that the
distortion level on playback from the DIN
32 mM/mm test tape was only 0.8% at line
output.
Peak recording level of 32 mM/mm was
recorded on Philips tape at -1 dB on the
VU meter. After erasure on the machine the
weighted tape noise was -52 dB. Bulk-erased
tape was -53 dB which indicates that the bias
and erase waveform is extremely good.
Regular readers will know that I have
become rather disillusioned by so-called
stereo recorders with built-in speakers. Some
have practically no stereo effect at all; some
are reasonable if you are prepared to sit no
farther than arm's length from the machine ;
a very few manage under certain conditions
to produce a stereo image rather larger than
FIG. 4

the cabinet dimensions. The Philips HOS
avoids all these pitfalls by providing detachable speakers which can be placed in the
optimum positions for the room in which the
recorder is to be used. These speakers are
relatively small and light in weight, but they
manage to produce a solid stereo image with
very pleasant sound quality indeed.
A well recorded stereo demonstration tape
containing both popular and classical music
is provided with the 4408 and is so outstandingly better than that provided by any
other domestic stereo tape system that I
recommend it to any readers who listen to
the music and not the frequency response of
the recorder.
Fig. 4 shows that the frequency response
is in fact extremely smooth from 100 Hz to
10 kHz and that the tone controls really do
'hinge' nicely at approximately 300 Hz and
2 kHz to boost the extremes where required
to suit the room acoustics.
A. Tulchings.

Your Tape Dealer
LONDON AREA
FOR ALL LEADING
AUDIO EQUIPMENT
Classical Records
by Mail Service
hampstead
HIGH FIDELITY
91a Heath Street,
Hampstead, N.W.3.
hUl Tel. HAMpstead 6377

AVEN
196-198 SOUTH EALING RD.
LONDON
W.5
Tel. 01-5600194

PHILIPS 4408 ACOUSTIC RESPONSE (WHIFE MISE tESI TAPE OH SPEAKER AXIS)
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Stockists for all the leading makes of Tape Equipment
207 EDGWARE ROAD, W.2.
Tel. PAD 3271
118 EDGWARE ROAD, W.2.
Tel. PAD 9789
33 TOTTENHAM CT. R D.. W. 1. Tel. MUS 2605
42 TOTTENHAM CT.RD.. W.I. Tel. LAN 2573
152/3 FLEET STREET. E.C.4.
Tel. FLE 2833

'•
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MUSICAL TONE SYNTHESIS CONTINUED
anyone for very long. In fact, the experience
which stimulates such a comment is compounded of a large number of elements of
which probably most important is contrast in
tone quality rather than some inherent fixed
characteristic. The phenomenon is a wellrecognised psychological mechanism of which
the most obvious musical manifestation is the
apparent freshness and beauty of conventional
classical harmony sounded shortly after a

passage of 'discordant' progressions. In the
present context, a tone having relatively little
higher harmonic content will, for a time (and
especially if used in the playing of a significant
melodic passage) seem to acquire a particular
beauty and purity by virtue of the contrast
with previously sounded tones of fuller
harmonic development.
Remembering that the harmonic content
of the steady tone is only one of several
factors by which an instrument's tone is
(continued on page 85)

FIG. 66 SIMPLE ATTACK AND SUSTAIN CONTROL CIRCUIT
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TAPE RECORDER HI-FI CENTRE
(SHEEN) LTD
5PECIAUSTS IN TAPE RECORDERS. ACCESSORIES,
HI PI EQUIPMENT
YOUR CENTRE FOR FRIENDLY HELP. SALES AND
SERVICE
3*4 STATION PARADE. Open until 8 p.m. on Fridays
SHEEN LANE. SHEEN.
PROSPECT 0985
LONDON. S.W.I4
Opposite Mortlake Station, S.R.
CHESHIRE
The Hi-Fi and Tape Recorder Lounge
Main B & O. Sony, Tandberg Specialists.
Also: Ferrograph. Akai, Arena, Dynacron, Radford,
Quad, National, Wharfedale, Rotel, Armstrong.
Rogers, Dual, Trio, Bryan. Normandie, Eddystone,
Goodmans. Grundig, Rcvox, Telcfunken, etc.
D Expert Advice, Part Exchange, After Sales
Service.
D Home Dems., Comparator Dems., New
Scandinavian Room.
% All Goods Post Free.
GREEN LANE. WILMSLOW, CHES. SK9 ILR.
For personal attention ring Wilmslow 24766 and ask
(or Mr. Bird or write forfrce folder. Closed Wed. I pm
CHESHIRE
Charlesworths
HI-FI & CINE CENTRES
112 FOREGATE STREET, CHESTER. Tel. 25075
and 28 HIGHTOWN. CREWE.
Tel. 3327
For all leading makes of Audio and
Photographic equipment
•Spacious demonstration studio
'Easy Parking
•Half Day Wednesday

Your Tape Dealer
CHESHIRE (continued)
VIDEO AND HI-FI STUDIO
Hire or Buy
Listen to the Best
yt Cameras
*
Bryan
★ Monitors
•ft Truvox
ie Video Tape Recorders ★ Leak
■jlr Ampex
yt Goodmans
ie Ikejami
it Goldring
★ G.E.C.
it Thorens
★ Loewc Opta
FULL SERVICE OFFERED *1^
Holiday Bros. (A.V.) Ltd. 6lbs.s0hcrpoHrh
DEVON
THE SOUTH WEST
Tom MoIIand Ltd.
Invite you to visit their well-equipped
Demonstration Theatre and compare all
the leading makes of Hi-Fi and Tape
Equipment at
110 CORNWALL STREET,PLYMOUTH
Telephone 69285
Immediate delivery to ALL Areas

Your Tape Dealer
LANCASHIRE (continued)
J.SMITH & SON
HI-FI EQUIPMENT — STEREOGRAMS
TAPE RECORDERS — 2 SHOWROOMS
B & O, Dynatron, Hacker, Quad, Leak, Radford.
Armstrong, Fcrrograph, Rcvox, Truvox, Uher,
Decca, Garrard, Thorens, Goodmans, KEF, etc.
Comparator Dems — Closed all Tuesday
Specialists in 'SOUND' for 36 years
184 THE ROCK, BURY

Tel: 1242

ST. HELENS
HAROLD STOTT LTD.
Hi-Fi Consultant
Tape Recorder Specialist. Agents
for all leading makes including Akai
B & O, Revox, Sony, etc. Advice and
demonstrations given willingly.
18 Westfield Street, St. Helens
NORTHUMBERLAND
SOUND EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS

High Fidelity
Specialists
HaMilfon -fUcfidtu'cs
Hamilton Electronic3(SoutKampton)Ltd.
35 London Road. Southampton. Phone 28622 3 Lines
FORRESTER'S
NATIONAL
UAMO
SUPPLIES LTD.
70-72 HOLDEiVHURST ROAD
BOURNEMOUTH
HANTS
Largest hi-fi and radio component
store in the south
Tel: 25232
LANCASHIRE
STOCKPORT AUDIO CENTRE —
FINEST IN NORTH WEST

^

/^\
TRUVQX-

* AU. MODELS ON COMPARISON DEMONSTRATION
* EVENING DEMONSTRATIONS BT APPOINTMENT
FAIRBOTHAM A CO. LTD.,
58-4Z Lower Hlllfau, $10 487Z
BOLTON

Specialists in
High Fidelity Sound

o

Morton
Tel. 2-6902
20142
nd
12 OXFORD STREET

NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE I
SURREY
SURREY
FARNHAM
^ Stockists of all good Hi-Fi apparatus.
★ Comparative demonstrations.
■£ We offer a real after sales service.
it Easiest of terms
it No parking problems.
Lloyd & Key worth Ltd.
THE RECORD SHOP
26-27 DOWNING STREET, FARNHAM
SURREY
Telephone ; Farnhaml5534
SURREY AND HAMPSHIRE'S HI-FI SPECIALISTS

WARWICKSHIRE
BIRMINGHAM
TAPE RECORDER CENTRE
266 BROAD STREET, BIRMINGHAM 1
(Opposite Bingley Hall)
Most leading makes high fidelity equipment
Part exchanges welcomed
Telephone Midland 2680
BIRMINGHAM

—

S0LIHULL

For the best in equipment visit
C.H. (HIGH FIDELITY) LTD
Hi-Fidelity Centre
12 Drury Lane,
167-169 Brormgrove St..
SOLIHULL
BIRMINGHAM 5
WARWICKSHIRE
021-692 1487
021-705 7999
Demonstrations by appointment
Coventry's 100% tape recorder and hi-fi
specialists for service and sales.
Akai — Ampex — Bang & Olufsen —
Ferrograph — Leak — National —
Radford — Revox — Sony —
Tandberg — Truvox — Wyndsor
Coventry Tape Recorder Service
33 King William Street, Coventry
Telephone Coventry 29668
GRIFFIN RADIO LTD
(the high fidelity people)
Fully comprehensive stocks and
advisory service for
Monaural and Stereophonic High Fidelity,
Radio, Tape and Disc Equipment
64 BRISTOL STREET
BIRMINGHAM
Tel. 021-692 1359
COLIN

CROYDON'S
TAPE RECORDER CENTRE
All leading makes in slock, Hi-Fi equipment, cabinets, elc, Servica agents for AKAI Tape Recorders
SPALDING ELECTRICAL LTD.,
352 '354 Lower Addiscombe Road,
CROYDON.
ADDiscombe 1231/2040
SUSSEX
A UNIQUE HI-FI SERVICE

H.D.KIRK
WILKINS
203 St. George's Road
Phone 23093
,
BOLTON

Your Tape Dealer

Becket Buildings, Littlehampton Rd.
WORTHING Tel. 64141
84

G. TURNER
M.I.P.R.E.
For all Tape Recorders and Hi-Fi requirements. All leading makes supplied. 20%
reduction on Tapes.
39 YORK ROAD, KINGS HEATH,
BIRMINGHAM 14 021-444 4182
SCOTLAND
GLASGOW
Scotland's Leading Tape Recorder, Video and Hi-Fi
Specialists
G. H. STEELE LTD.
Hear true Hi-Fi sound on our 22 speaker comparator
system. 14 Hi-Fi combinations ready for demonstration.
SONY VIDEO CENTRE
Agents for : Armstrong. Leak, Fisher, Rogers, Quad.
B & O, Goldring, Garrard, Thorens, Connoisseur,
Goodmans, Wharfedale, Kef, Celestion, Decca,
Truvox, Philips, Sony. Arena, Rcvox, Tandberg,
Brenell, Ferrograph, Akai, Uher, Grundig.
CREDIT TERMS — PART EXCHANGES
Repairs and Servicing
Tel. Douglas 7124
141 St Georges Road, Glasgow C3

MUSICAL TONE SYNTHESIS CONTINUED

of the decay is varied by varying the bias as
shown (Gulbransen).
Fig. 67 is a gale producing percussive
attack with rapid fall, followed by slow decay.
Also rapid damping on release of playing
key (piano characteristics). The transistor
bias is held just below on level. When SI is
closed, the pulse of current charging C1
makes the top of Rl momentarily positive
and turns the transistor hard on. This initial
positive voltage also biases D1 on and this
supplements the initial rapid charging rate of
Cl. But as C1 continues to charge, the current
through Rl decreases and the positive bias
on the base falls. The fall is rapid at first,
but when D1 is turned off, charging proceeds
more slowly. When Cl is fully charged a
very low-level tone continues because of the
small bias through R3, which persists as long
as the key-switch remains closed. When the
key is released, Cl discharges rapidly through
D2, Rl and R4. If the key be released before
Cl is fully charged, the charge on C2 leaks
away through R5 and the transistor, giving a
suitable turn-off rate. C3 shorts any signal
leakage to ground (Gulbransen).
In fig. 68 the attack and sustain effects
depend on the fact that resistance drops
rapidly but returns slowly when a CdS cell is
illuminated by a pulse of light.
To be continued

identified, and that variation in tone colour
will normally be associated with variations in
other parameters such as attack and noise
content, you will appreciate that the degree
to which harmonic levels need be controlled
is not very great. Indeed the matter can be
managed by a fairly simple form of variable
control, preferably of the active feedback
type so as to avoid severe loss in signal strength
and permit sufficient flexibility. A suitable
circuit is given in fig. 63.
Bowed string instruments may be played
muted, or with the bow nearer to the bridge
than normal, or very lightly with the edge of
the bowhair, or with a finger lightly touching
the bowed string so as to produce 'artificial
harmonics' or pizzicato, the strings being
plucked with the finger-tip or finger nail.
Provision for these special effects is best
made by incorporating additional, independently-switched filters and 'percussion'
circuits of which a selection is given in figs.
64 to 68.
In fig. 66 C is normally charged. When
the key-switch closes it shorts and discharges
C. On reopening the key-switch the recharging
current flows through the oscillator and the
tone continues, with diminishing volume,
until C is fully charged again. The duration
FIG. 67 (SEE TEXT)
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Recording Studios
recording and
mjb
transcription service
Mono and Stereo records . latest cutting methods, automatic varigroove, feedback cutter heads, limiters and
equalisers, techniques hitherto available only to the
professional, facilitating high undistorted cutting levels
and extended playing times even from amateur recordings.
Booklet available.
45 HIGH STREET
BURNHAM, BERKS.
Tel. Boume End 22231 Member A.P.R.S.
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FIG. 68 LDR GATE CONTROLLED BY NEON LAMP
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TAPE EXCHANGES
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements lor this section must be pre-paid. The rate is 6d. per word (private), minimum 7s. 6d. Box
Nos. Is. 6d. extra. Trade rates 1s. per word, minimum 15s., Box Nos. 2s. extra. Copy and remittance for
advertisements In MARCH 1970 issue must reach these offices by 17th FEBRUARY 1970 addressed
to: The Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound & Tape Recorder, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon
CR9 2TA.
Replies to Box Nos. should bo addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound 4 Tape Recorder, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA. and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the
envelope. The district after Box No. indicates Its locality.
FOR SALE-PRIVATE
Fcrrofiraph Series 7, Revox A77 and Ampex
2153. Brand new. £10 below discount-house
prices. Demonstrations by appointment. After
sales service. Box No. 565 (London).
MSS Professional mixer, four channels, two
low-Z mike and two higti-Z. Output level VUmeter. £15. Box No. 566 (London).
E.M.I. full track Tape Recorder, type L2B,
immaculate condition, complete with batteries
and Reslo mike, a portable professional
machine. £20. 'Phone Steve 01-459-3143 after
6 p.m.
Fcrrograph Series Seven 704 Tape-Deck, as
new, £140. Beyer M69 Microphone, new, £20.
50 tapes £25. Smith, 2 Oakwood Close, Hillylaid Road Estate, Thornton, Blackpool.

FOR SALE-TRADE
Pre-recorded American Stereo Tapes. 7i ips.
Cheap as records. Bernsteins, Mahler, Maazels,
Sibelius, Karajan, Beethoven Symphonies. £15
per set of 5 tapes incl PT and duty (any duty
or purchase tax charged by the postman will be
refunded—see instruction slip in tape box). £3
cheaper than records. P.O. 5/- for complete
catalogue. Postereo Tapes, 9 Darley Street,
Harold's Cross, Dublin 6, Eire.
If quality matters consult first our 75-page
illustrated Hi-fi catalogue with technical specifications (6/6). Members enjoy unbiased advisory
service, preferential terms. Membership 7/6.
Our associates also manufacture records from
your own tapes, or record the Master at our
studios (Steinway Grand). Bulk terms for
choirs, fund-raising. Please specify requirements. Audio Supply Association, 18 Blenheim
Road, London W.4.
J26 track tape recorder, with 4 wave band
radio, record player adaptor, made by Schaub
Lorenz, plays automatically 46 hours, 10 watt
output, worth over £200, ideal background
music_89 gns., all brand new makers cartons
and guaranteed. Lodge Trading Co., 21 Lodge
Lane, North Finchley, London N.I2. Tel.
01-445-2713.

Substantial Discounts on top quality microphones and recording equipment. Reslo,
A.K.G., Grampian, etc. All accessories and
P.A. equipment. Harrower West, Microphone
Specialists, 6 Wolfe Road, Falkirk, Scotland.
Tel. Falkirk 22239.
Lancashire. Tandberg, Ferrograph Tape
Recorders, etc. Plus over 10,000 high fidelity
systems. After-sales service. Holdings PhotoAudio Centre, 39-41 Mincing Lane, Blackburn
BBA 2AF. Tel. 59595/6.
UNIMIXER 4S
A new 4-channel stereo/mono mixing unit for the small
professional user and enthusiast in the studio and on
location. Any input impedance between 25-600 ohms,
noise figure better than 2.5 dB above thermal noise.
2 indep. outputs on each channel. Robust construction.
Fully guaranteed. Price £45. Further details from
SOUNDEX Ltd., 18 Blenheim Rd., London, W.4.
01-995 1661
We are professional hi-fi consultants and will
advise you of the most suitable system for your
pocket. This includes installations, system
checkout and reliable service. Also tape-todisc service and studio facilities. Off-air
recording of TV sound, FM and AM, to 38. 19
or 9.5 cm/s. CCIR/IEC i-track stereo, or mono.
Ring for details: Gered Productions. 01-6537899.

Just out! "Tips for Tapespondents—Inter
national Message Making." Comprehensive
informative, illustrated. Price 2s. lOd. World
wide Tapetalk, 35 The Gardens, Harrow HA1
4HE.
STUDIO FACILITIES
Studio Sound Recording Studios. Recording
and disc transcription service. Latest high-level
cutting techniques. Mono and stereo records.
Exceptional quality obtained from amateur
recordings. Members A.P.R.S., 31-36 Hermitage Road, Hitchin, Herts. Telephone Hitchin
4537.
Your tapes to disc. 7in. 45—25/-, lOin. L.P,
—55/-, 12in. L.P.—65/-. 4-day postal service.
Masters and Vinylile pressings. Top professional quality. S.A.E. photo leaflet: Deroy
Studios, High Bank, Hawk Street, Carnforth,
Lanes.
Your own tapes transferred on to discs. Send
for details: R. J. Foley Tape to Disc Service,
112 Beach Road, Scratby, Great Yarmouth,
Norfolk.
Graham Clark Records. Tape to disc press
ings. 23 The Grove, Walton-on-Thames
Surrey. Tel. Walton 25627.
J & B Recordings. Tape to disc—latest high
level disc cutting, all speeds. Mastering pressings, studio, mobile. 14 Willows Avenue,
Morden, Surrey. MITcham 9952.
Rapid Recording Service. Records made from
your own tapes (48-hour service). Master
Discs and pressings. Recording Studio—Demo
Discs. Mobile Recordings any distance.
Brochure from 21 Bishops Close, E.17.
WANTED

MISCELLANEOUS
Dictating and Audio Service Ltd., 5 Coptic
Street, London, W.C.I (near the British
Museum). Telephone 636-6314/5. Authorised
Service Agents. Grundig, Philips and other
leading makes of Tape Recording equipment
repaired to Manufacturers* Standards by skilled
staff using modern test equipment—audio
generators, oscilloscopes, audio volt-meters,
etc.
Repairs. Our modern service department,
equipped with the latest test equipment including a wow and flutter meter and multiplex
stereo signal generator, is able to repair Hi-Fi
and Tape Recording equipment to manufacturers' standards. Telesonic Ltd., 243 Euston
Road, London, N.W.l. Tel. 01-387-7467.
...an AAU from M.A.C. connects recorders
...INSTANTLY! Full details available from
M.A.C. Electronic Company, Ripley, Surrey.
Telephone Dunsfold 310.

Lee Electronics. The Tape Recorder and
Hi-Fi Specialists wish to purchase good quality
Tape and Hi-Fi Equipment for cash. 400
Edgware Road, W.2. Phone PAD 5521.
Highest prices offered for good quality Tape
Recorders and Hi-Fi. R.E.W., 266 Upper
Tooting Road, London, S.W.17.
GOOD QUALITY TAPE RECORDERS
PURCHASED FOR CASH. TELEPHONE
01-472-2185.
Wanted. Musicasseltes, classical and
popular, state titles. Luckman, 581 Fletchamstead Highway, Coventry.
SITUATIONS VACANT
Tape Recorder Engineer required, experienced most makes. Telesonic, 92 Tottenham
Court Road, London, W.I. 01-387-7467.
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Two brilliant

new additions

to the Beocord ran^e

m

BEOCORD 1800

BEOCORD 2400

Made by Bang & Olufsen for those who
consider design and quality before price.
Whether you prefer to centre your High Fidelity system
around a separate amplifier, or to base it on an amplifier
integrated into one of the audio units, your needs for a
tape recorder to complete your system can be satisfied by
choosing one of these new Beocords. Both machines
exceed the minimum requirements for DIN 45.500, and
have operational facilities comprehensive enough to
attract the semi-professional as well as the domestic user.
These include a 3 digit tape counter with push button

reset. Foil operated auto stop plus thyristor controlled
photo-stop for end of tape, tape break or programme
scanning. Push button selection of A-B monitoring,
sound on sound, echo, syncroplay, mono left, mono right,
mixed mono, or stereo play. New hyperbolically ground
tape heads with special patented machining give greatly
improved contact between tape and tape head and less
friction and noise during operation, resulting in less wear
to tapes and tape heads.

The Beocord 1800 - designed for use with a High Fidelity amplifier
such as the Beolab 5000 or Beomaster 1400.
Available in 2 versions: (a) i track record and replay with extra
switched j- track replay head, (b) i track record and replay only.
Sockets duplicated in DIN and phono type to simplify connection.
Special amplifier and volume control for output to headphone sockets.

The Beocord 2400 - complete with its' own stereo amplifier section
giving 2x10 watts RMS output, j track record and replay. 4 dual
channel inputs in mixer section including a magnetic P.U. input. Bass,
treble and split channel volume controls. Switched output for 2 pairs
of speakers. The amplifier may be operated independent of
the motor.

As we want people who choose B & 0 to receive really good service, every effort has been made to appoint only dealers of
the highest ability and integrity and this policy may necessarily limit the number in your town or city. So write today for the
name and address of your nearest dealer and for further information about the B & O range to:—
Bang & Olufsen U.K. Limited. Eastbrook Road, Gloucester, Telephone: 0452 21591
London Showrooms; 70/71 Welbeck Street, London, W.I. Telephone; 01 -486 2144.
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